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1. Tape Number: I, Side One June 11, 1997 

Isoardi 

Ruben, shall we begin at the very beginning with you, maybe where you were 

born, family background, what the environment was like? 

Leon 

Yeah. My folks were both born in Mexico, in the northern part. My mom came 

across the border to El Paso, Texas in 1927. 

Isoardi 

What was her name? 

Leon 

Rose Sanchez. Rosa Sanchez. Actually, it wasn't 1927. It was in 1927 that I 

was born. She came across to live in El Paso, Texas, which is right over what 

used to be the boundary between Mexico and the United States, the Rio 

Grande, you know. Now, that section where I was born, right near the river on 

the U.S. side, they realized they'd made an error on the boundary line, and they 

moved the boundary line north. So where I was born is now Mexico again. So I 

don't know, I may have dual citizenship or something. But in El Paso, Texas, 

you crossed the border to Mexico and you were in Juarez, Mexico, sort of like a 

Tijuana of Texas, a border town where people go back and forth. 

Isoardi 

What was her family like in Mexico? What did they do? 

Leon 
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She has kind of a tragic thing. There was poverty- She was coming to [El Paso] 

with her mom and her three brothers-she was twelve-and the mother died. My 

mom wound up being the mother of her three younger brothers in El Paso, in a 

strange town without speaking English. So she made it by doing house chores, 

house cleaning and all that, to support the three brothers. Then she reached age 

fourteen and she met my father [Martin Leon]. They get together and she gets 

pregnant, he splits, and I'm born. So now she has the four of us to take care of. 

Isoardi 

At-what?-fifteen, sixteen years of age? 

Leon 

Yeah. She was fifteen when I was born. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. 

Leon 

So I wound up- She had to come north to California because there wasn't 

enough work in El Paso. She had to bring her brothers with her to Los Angeles 

and worked in the garment industry. She left me in the care of my old 

grandmother and a teenage uncle in El Paso. I didn't see her until I was nine 

[years old]. She left when I was about a year and a half or two. So I didn't grow 

up with her until I came to L.A. when I was nine. 

Isoardi 

So she left El Paso then just for work, for better opportunities? 

Leon 

Yeah. She had to for survival. It was Depression time, you know, the big 

Depression. None of the men could find work. By now her brothers were 

teenagers, but they couldn't find work. And by now also, when I came up here, 

I had a stepfather. So I came up here fresh to start a new family life without 

having any real bonding with my mom and having a stepfather and uncles I 

hadn't grown up with and so forth. 

Isoardi 

Did you know your birth father at all? 

Leon 

Yeah, I met him a few times. Actually, my dad- In those days, especially in 

Texas, in El Paso, there was a lot of anti-Mexican feeling. We lived in a sort of 

a ghetto right near the river, close to the river, and the white community lived 

north of that. So it was a white town, really, and Mexicans were a fringe 

people. Anyway, my dad during the Depression in order to feed- For a time I 

guess he stuck around with my mom-not living with her, but he would visit and 

so forth. 

Isoardi 

What was his name? 



Leon 

Martin. Martin Leon. What I understand is- The story I got is he stole food and 

got caught but wound up doing penitentiary time. What he stole was a big 

round of cheese, a big wheel of cheese. 

Isoardi 

For that he got sent to the penitentiary? 

Leon 

Yeah, he went to the pen. When I met him he had come out and he was a taxi 

driver. He was driving one of those huge- Well, the cars were huge in those 

days. They looked like limos, like mortuary cars, huge. The headlights were 

like that [indicates]. The wheels, the spokes were made of hardwood. On the 

inside every window had shades. It was sort of a velvet-type-I don't know what 

you'd call it-carpet-type upholstery on the seats. This was-you can imagine-the 

early thirties. Anyway, I only saw him a few times, and I never got to know 

him. I just think about him a lot.So I lived as an only child pretty much on my 

own. You know, the schools in those days didn't have a- I went to school, 

kindergarten through I don't know what grade. I was nine when I left, so 

possibly I went as far as maybe the fourth grade. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, third or fourth grade. 

Leon 

But they didn't have bilingual education. They didn't even consider the 

prospect. It was a sink-or-swim philosophy. You know, you just went to 

school-English, period. 

Isoardi 

You had grown up just speaking Spanish, and then your neighborhood was all 

Spanish? 

Leon 

Just Spanish. When I entered school it was all Spanish and caló. We used to 

speak standard Spanish inside the house and our own Spanish-based idiom 

outside on the street in order to be hip, much like later when I was into the 

bebop crowd. You know, we had our own idiom too, our own way of using 

English, a jargon. So with jargon and Spanish I'd go to school, and I didn't 

know a word of English. The first few years I spent trying to decode the 

system. Of course, I was getting behind in all the- Math and so forth, I didn't 

understand how they explained it. 

Isoardi 

So these were probably-what?-white teachers with Mexican students? 

Leon 

Yeah, white teachers. But I did learn how to read Spanish inadvertently after 

the first year of school, in kindergarten actually, because the teacher wrote the 



alphabet letter by letter on the board and would sound it, and it stuck. You 

know, if I saw an "A" I always heard "ah." "B" is "buh." I had the whole code 

after that one lesson. On the way home I'm reading, "Co-ca Co-la," you know, 

"s-tre-et." I'm reading phonetically. So I was able to write in Spanish right 

away. I'd say a word and spell it out with the phonetics the teacher gave me. 

Isoardi 

It must have been just the sound that just- Which probably foretold your future 

musical abilities then. 

Leon 

Yeah. I decided to be a musician when I was about four or five. I think I told 

you this before. I went to see a movie. In those days they would show you two 

or three full-length pictures for a nickel. The admission was five cents, and then 

they'd give you a stamped piece of paper that was a free pass for another night 

midweek. You saw two or three movies, a newsreel, and a cartoon for a nickel. 

But when the cartoon came up, it was a thing about an Indian serenading his 

squaw. He had a clarinet in one hand and beating a tom-tom with the other. The 

soundtrack was by Benny [Goodman] and Gene Krupa. And wow, man, I saw 

that and my skin just shrivelled up. I'm full of goose bumps from the sounds 

and the tones and all that. 

Isoardi 

So it was Benny Goodman's clarinet? 

Leon 

Yeah, Benny playing clarinet. Just tom-toms and [mimics Krupa's tom-tom 

rhythms]. Beautiful. I mean, the tones just got to me, you know? I stayed and 

saw that full program about two or three times just to catch that little cartoon, 

that fifteen-minute thing. That's when I figured I wanted to be a musician. I 

wanted to play clarinet. But with the Depression and all, I had to wait eight 

years before I could get an instrument. 

Isoardi 

But you knew at four or five this was what you wanted to-? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. Then, when I got my instrument, it was such an intense direction that 

I had already. They could only afford a cheap metal instrument. It was shiny-

looking. It was brass but coated with some kind of nickel-like- 

Isoardi 

It was like a metal clarinet? 

Leon 

Yeah, it was a metal clarinet. It cost seventy bucks and included seventy 

lessons. I bought it over at Shearson Brothers on Third [Street] and Broadway 

in L.A. That was a classy part of town then. You know, L.A. was really 



beautiful in those days. But I played it so much that in less than a year the acid 

from my fingers just wore out most of the holes. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. 

Leon 

I moved quickly. By the time I was fourteen I was already able to blow in 

bands and so on. 

Isoardi 

Great. So when you were in El Paso, then, I mean, you knew you loved music 

and you wanted to play, but you'd never had the opportunity to play at all? 

Leon 

No instrument, no. 

Isoardi 

And at school there was no musical education? 

Leon 

Well, I think you have to have instruments. I never was aware of any. I 

remember my mom once took me to a community chest organization there 

because they were giving free music lessons, piano lessons, but you had to have 

a piano.Another thing that I realize, now that I was very musically interested, 

there was a guy named Don Tosti, who was a very fine bass player, arranger, 

composer, bandleader. He lives in Palm Springs now. He was one of my 

neighbors. He was a teenager then. He was a real avid classical piano student. 

He had a teacher and all. I used to sit outside his door just listening by the hour 

while he practiced. He lived only a couple of doors down. 

Isoardi 

Were you guys living in a house? 

Leon 

No. Over in the poor section like that- We wound up living in sort of tenement-

type buildings. Except for one scene I remember was about a three- or four-

story large building with hundreds of units. There would be outside walks to 

get to your door, like in a motel, and a railing. There were about three 

bathrooms for the whole complex. The toilets were downstairs. That kind of a 

scene-you know, lowrent. Families lived in one to two rooms. 

Isoardi 

Right. So you were there with your mom while she lived there, and then your 

uncle? 

Leon 

No, in El Paso there. I'm talking about El Paso now. No. All the El Paso thing 

for me was with my grandma and my teenage uncle. He worked in a 

barbershop shining shoes and cleaning up and all that to support us. But he was 

gone all the time working, and my grandma was busy with housework. So I had 



a lot of time to explore and be on my own. I used to explore a lot. After a while 

I became disenchanted with going to school. I would just roam around, walk all 

over the town.I used to make money by- In those days there were a lot of 

pawnshops. Some of them bought metals that were non- They were like copper, 

brass, aluminum. They were considered special metals in those days. I had a 

magnet that I used to test scraps of metal I'd find as I walked. If they didn't 

hang onto the magnet I knew they were worth money. So I'd come back after a 

few hours of rummaging around with a bagful of metal. They'd weigh this in 

the pawnshop and give me cash for them. 

Isoardi 

So this is how you got your spending money? 

Leon 

Yeah. Yeah, that was one way. But I nearly died there in the river. I didn't 

know how to swim. I think I was about seven or eight when I went wading in 

the river. It has a fast current. It's deceiving. It's got like a sand beach, and you 

walk in. You might end up with water up to your knees, you know, and you 

figure it's going to be at that level. I was in the middle of the river at that level, 

but I started walking downstream. Suddenly there was a dip, and before I knew 

it I was underwater. I didn't know how to swim. [laughs] So I'm holding my 

breath. And it's dark. It's very dark water, muddy, brownish. I figure just about 

when I was ready to have to take a breath my head hit a sandbar, and I just 

scrambled out of there. 

Isoardi 

On your own? 

Leon 

Yeah. It was just lucky. If that sandbar had been maybe four or five feet further 

I would have swallowed water. I taught myself how to swim after that. 

Isoardi 

[laughs] That's an incentive. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

What was the neighborhood like? 

Leon 

Well, it was pretty colorful in a sense. Near the river there was a lot of like sort 

of motel structures, you know, separate little buildings. That was a prostitute 

village. It was a business. I guess the town knew about it and it was probably 

sanctioned. A lot of the kids played at the river. Then we'd have to cross 

through that little village to get back to the residential area. Along the way 

you'd see used condoms here and there. You'd see the harlots, you know. 

Isoardi 



So you got an education pretty early. 

Leon 

Yeah. Then there was a railroad track going right through, right past where we 

lived. I remember I used to make toys out of metal, things like- If you wanted 

to have a coin that looked special you'd put it on the railroad track and the train 

would flatten it. 

Isoardi 

I used to do that as a kid. 

Leon 

We'd take these nails that they used to make concrete forms. They'd have two 

heads, really, so that you didn't nail them all the way down. I'd put one of those 

there, and it would make like a sword. You used to do the same thing? 

Isoardi 

Yeah. When I was growing up, for a while we lived about a block away from 

railroad tracks. We used to put everything on the track. 

Leon 

The railroad was very significant, too, for adults, because in those days if you 

wanted to come to California, that was the standard route for Mexicans then 

who were coming over here to try to survive. They'd go north, cross at El Paso, 

live in El Paso, and take the train to L.A. You know, they'd hop a freight or 

something. They'd ride under the wheels and stuff. That was the standard route. 

They'd come up here and work. 

Isoardi 

Did you ever hobo? 

Leon 

No, I never did. I used to- I was very active mentally in those days. There was 

no TV, no radio. But in a sense that was good for me, because I used to use my 

own imagination as a TV. I had a routine where I-You know, I never suffered, 

really, because when- I realize now my grandmother was a tremendous chef. I 

mean, she was a cook. Delicious stuff. She knew hundreds of wonderful 

delicacies, you know, all Mexican. The things you don't find in restaurants. 

But, I mean, she would spend-that's why I say she was busy-five or six hours 

cooking for a meal. Then on holidays she and the other grandmas in the place 

would prepare by doing a group cooking thing, kind of huge parties 

with tamales, enchiladas, and all. Homemade stuff, though. That kind is just a 

delicacy. So I ate well. And we could afford to eat well, because when we 

wanted to go buy food we went to Juarez. You could buy food there for almost 

nothing. You'd come back with real fresh, high-quality stuff, bagsful, that we 

couldn't afford in El Paso. 

Isoardi 

Right. Back then there was no trouble going back and forth over the border? 



Leon 

No, no problem. There was no hassle. You didn't have to say anything. You'd 

just walk straight across this short bridge. 

Isoardi 

This was your father's mother, right, this grandmother? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Because your mother's mom had died just shortly after you guys got there. 

Leon 

So one of my routines I used to have- Where I slept was on a military cot with a 

thin mattress that was against the wall in the kitchen. It was a large kitchen. She 

had a wood stove. She'd be cooking, and I would take a nap every day for two, 

three, four hours midday. But I remember I'd lie down for my nap. I would 

decide to have an adventure of some kind, and I'd decide what theme. I'd fall 

asleep, and here it goes, the theater. If I wanted to be the captain of a sailing 

ship and I was going to discover a strange land and all, it would happen-in 

color and the whole bit, you know. I used to have adventures like that 

continually. I'd be inventing these things as I slept. But I had the plot already; 

I'd feed it in. I think it did a lot to stimulate my use of my imagination like that. 

So I enjoyed those activities since I was an only child. I don't think I was really 

lonely. I could go earn my money. I liked exploring things. I liked fantasizing 

and so forth. I didn't have a sense of having lost anything, because that was the 

way I was brought up. 

Isoardi 

How old were you when your mom went to L.A.? 

Leon 

I must have been about two years old or close to it. I know I was nine when I 

stepped off the train downtown at the Union Station. I remember how clean the 

buildings were and everything in those days. 

Isoardi 

Compared to El Paso. 

Leon 

There was no smog then, yeah. There was a very tall building, enormously tall, 

which was the only tall building in town; it was the city hall. Now it's a dwarf, 

you know. But when I came here, that was it. That was the Empire State 

Building of L.A. [mutual laughter] 

Isoardi 

Really? Before you leave El Paso, you mentioned Don Tosti, whom you got to 

know, right? 

Leon 



Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Any other friends that you made back then that were important to you? 

Leon 

No. I'll tell you, I remember I had a cousin who was about three years older 

than me. I used to want to follow him around or try to get him to accept me. He 

never did. If I'd follow him he'd come back and beat me up so I'd stop 

following. Later, when I became a musician, he came over, and he was 

admiring what I had achieved and all that, and we became friends for a while, 

but then I ran into part of his personality that I didn't dig when I was a kid.I 

can't remember any- Oh, yeah, yeah. Over in El Paso, that's when I first became 

aware of what later I saw people call gangs, see, because there were a lot of 

kids like me in the poverty section where the only recreation you had was the 

exploration or the streets. Remember, there was no TV, no radio, very little 

money for movies. So you wound up playing and building your own toys out of 

wood and stuff like that, like wooden rifles with rubber bands made from cut-

up inner tubes and stuff, and rollers, scooters made out of the wheels from 

skates and a soapbox, you know, homemade stuff. We found ways to be 

children, to have fun. But by doing that, playing together, you wind up playing 

with the guys who live in your immediate neighborhood. You always see them. 

You become friends, like the "Dead-end Kids." You become like a 

group.There's a certain protocol that comes out of that. Like, say, a new guy in 

the neighborhood, at first he's looked over a bit. And after you get to know him, 

the sign that he's been accepted is that he would have a special name. His 

original name was not used on the street. They gave you a pet name. If you had 

one of those- Like "Froggy" or whatever in English. These were all in Spanish. 

One guy, for example, had pockmarks from having had a childhood disease. 

They used to call him "Peanut" because of the pockmarks on the face. With me, 

I got my nickname when my mother one time came to visit me and brought me 

something. It was a little suit that she'd spent a lot of money on. It was made 

out of velvet, short pants with the knees showing, and high socks, white 

stockings, embroidered, an embroidered white shirt, and shoes that were 

square.No. Actually, you know, my mother did not leave me when I was two. I 

started living with my grandma when I was two. I think my mother remained in 

town, but I only saw her once or twice a month for a while. I must have been 

about six or seven when she came to L.A. So I was separated from her as far as 

not living with her for about seven years. But actually, as far as the locale we 

were living in, she lived up here for three or four years without me.But anyway, 

on one of those times-I must have been about six or seven, I guess-I had this 

suit on. She gave me a bath and dressed me up with these black, shiny, patent-

leather-type shoes with black buckles and square toes-you know, a real cute 



little suit. Then she said, "Go out and play," and she pushed me outside. 

The guys looked at me, and they stared for a while, and they said, "Hey, look at 

that pilgrim." That became my nickname; I was "Pilgrim." So my title then was 

"Pilgrim from Second Barrio." Second was the name of our street. In a way that 

became a moniker. You know, like you might go visit someone in another part 

of the neighborhood and the kids would say, "Where are you from?" "Well, I'm 

from Segundo. Where are you from?" The gang thing. And then having your 

own name, a gang thing. Here in L.A. it's called a gang membership. We didn't 

think of it that way. We were just a group, neighbors. There was no- We didn't 

join up for the sake of having power the way some gangs are used now, like a 

military model. Ours was just a friendship thing, an association, neighbors, a 

social thing to try to have a family outside of the family, I guess. 

Isoardi 

Any other musicians come out of your neighborhood? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, not that I know of except for Don Tosti. His real name was 

Edmundo Tostado. He moved up to L.A. and made a name for himself locally 

with a small combo playing the dance gigs and did some recordings. Later, 

when I was a musician and doing some arranging, I did an arrangement for a 

singer he was backing up who became a big name, Ruben Reyes. You wouldn't 

know him, but in the Latin neighborhood he became a very big name for a 

while, a big seller. His best-selling record was the one I had arranged on. I had 

a soprano [saxophone] solo on it. That's how I related with Don later, 

musically.But I did the arranging thing as self-teaching. I used to buy Down 

Beat magazine and Metronomemagazine. I don't know if you're familiar with 

those. They're extinct now. 

Isoardi 

Oh, sure. No, Down Beat is still around. 

Leon 

Metronome used to publish how to do this, how to arrange, how to improvise. I 

would clip out all these things on how to score things. Harmony lessons were in 

there and all that. 

Isoardi 

And that's how you learned a lot? 

Leon 

Yeah. I learned enough there to actually write dance band arrangements. They 

were good writers that were writing the articles-professional arrangers, big 

names. 

Isoardi 

So you're nine years old when you leave El Paso, and your mother sends for 

you, I guess, right? 



Leon 

Yeah. She had been waiting until she had the money and the means. 

Isoardi 

Did you come up by yourself then on the train? 

Leon 

Yeah. I remember my grandma made me a bagful of fried ham sandwiches. 

They were delicious, with the chile sauce and all that. I met a cute chick about 

my age on the train you know, so it was a ball. 

Isoardi 

Who was also on her way to L.A.? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Oh, nice. 

Leon 

Yeah, it was a nice trip. 

Isoardi 

How long did it take? A couple of days? 

Leon 

Well, let's see. I think it's about-what?-twelve hundred miles or what? Can you 

picture the midpoint in the United States? 

Isoardi 

Well, probably at El Paso, yeah, maybe twelve hundred sounds about right. It's 

about three thousand across. 

Leon 

Well, I guess over a day. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah, probably. 

Leon 

It was a pleasant trip. It was exciting to be in a big town, because El Paso 

by comparison to L.A. was very small. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. So this was about, if you were nine, 1936? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, I was born in '27. Wait a minute. If I was- Yeah, it was '36. 

Isoardi 

What time of the year was it? 

Leon 

It felt comfortable. It must have been spring or summer. I still was amazed at 

how clean the buildings were, you know. 

Isoardi 



In Los Angeles. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

This was when Grand Central was over by Fifth [Street]? Fifth and Central 

Avenue was it? 

Leon 

No, Grand Central was still where it is now. 

Isoardi 

It was there. 

Leon 

Yeah, near Sunset [Boulevard]. 

Isoardi 

The Union Station. 

Leon 

Yeah, the Union Station, that was it. Same building, I think. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. I know at one point they had a stop at Fifth and Central, I think. 

Leon 

I don't recall. 

Isoardi 

That was probably a few years earlier than that. 

Leon 

I have a feeling that- Yeah, I think it was, because I remember Alameda Street 

and all. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah, yeah. I guess by '36 they had built that. 

Leon 

Yeah. As soon as I could, I went up to that city hall thing where they have that 

viewing tower. It's amazingly high. There was nothing like that in El Paso. The 

tallest building was four stories. 

Isoardi 

So your mom was waiting for you at the station? 

Leon 

Yeah. So I moved in with my mom, two uncles, and my stepdad. I lived- 

Isoardi 

So she had married out here in L.A.? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Who did she marry? 



Leon 

She married a man called Miguel Ahumada. He was from El Paso. We didn't 

get along too well at first. You know, there was just a distance. They were all 

strangers to me. Eventually we became pretty good friends. Except at one point 

he got abusive with my mother. He used to beat her up. By that time, I 

remember once when I was about I think eleven- No, no, I must have been in 

junior high [school]. One time he was about to come crashing down on her, and 

I just decided to put an end to it. I told him, "Leave her alone," and he started 

coming toward me. I moved back and then he goes back to beat her up. I picked 

up a kitchen knife, and I said, "Leave her alone." "Oh, come on," and he came 

towards me. He started to grab for me, and I slashed him on the arm. When he 

saw blood, he never bothered me after that nor beat my mother up. But I took it 

for a long time. I didn't feel right not doing something to defend her. It was the 

custom- You know, the male chauvinist thing was heavy then, especially 

among us. The father was the lord. A lot of guys used to abuse that status, but it 

was the norm. You'd see women walking around with black eyes. It was 

commonplace. 

Isoardi 

Where were you living when you first got there? 

Leon 

Let's see, the first place where we lived was on Bunker Hill [Street], where the 

[Los Angeles City] Board of Education is now, overlooking Broadway. That 

used to be- [tape recorder off] It's interesting when you asked where I lived, 

because these settings have been transformed completely from what they were 

when I lived there. For example, on Bunker Hill Street a couple of blocks from 

Broadway was residential. There was a school named Custer Avenue School 

nearby. Now, right there on Bunker Hill there was a school for wayward boys-I 

think it was called Jackson-where they sent guys that were in trouble in school, 

you know, like a special school, smaller classes and all. Then right next to it 

was a junior high that I later went to, and that was the Board of Education 

building. 

Isoardi 

What was the name of the junior high? 

Leon 

Let me think. I can't think of it right now. And then later we lived on Custer 

Avenue, which is west on Temple [Street] and Custer, around there. West of 

Figueroa Street there was an elementary school I attended for a while. Then we 

moved to a tenement building, the Le Mars Apartments, on a hill overlooking 

Sunset Boulevard near Broadway again. This was a high tenement. Then later 

we lived in another tenement building on Diamond Street and Figueroa. It's 

about a couple of blocks south of Temple Street. I mention Temple because that 



was an area that had a lot of Hispanics and Filipinos. There was a restaurant 

there that I was to eat at for about twenty or thirty years as a musician after 

gigs-great Filipino food. Filipino food cooking is like combination Chinese and 

Mexican. There was a great chef there. I just ate there regularly for decades, it 

was so great. A lot of musicians would hang out there after the gig. In those 

days L.A. was quite different. People would go out and walk home and be 

walking on the streets late at night. You wouldn't dare do stuff like that now. 

The whole town died. It was full of places where people would dance. There 

were a lot of dance gigs of all types. 

Isoardi 

What was Bunker Hill like as a neighborhood when you first got here? 

Leon 

Well, it was low-rent, residential, cheap housing, largely like a Hispanic 

neighborhood. After that we lived in a small house right on the corner of 

Temple and Figueroa Streets, an old house with some empty lots next to it and 

all that. That site, when I lived there in that tenement building on Diamond and 

Figueroa, those hills were barren, and I used to play there. They used to have 

fallen trees and bushes and all that. We used to play all kinds of pirate games 

and stuff like that. That site right there, that's exactly where the Music Center 

[of Los Angeles County] is now. You know what makes it weirder is that later, 

when I was with Don Ellis's big concert band- He had a twenty-five piece band 

that attracted a lot of attention, and we wound up playing all the major festivals 

and the whole bit. He was commissioned to do a work for the [Los Angeles 

Philharmonic] Orchestra and jazz orchestra. Here I'm sitting right in the middle 

playing lead alto with the Philharmonic surrounding us, you know, Zubin 

Mehta conducting right where I used to play on that hill. 

Isoardi 

Who would have thought? 

Leon 

Yeah. I never would have thought. Weird. 

Isoardi 

Isn't it? 

Leon 

Yeah, strange. You don't know what's ahead. 

Isoardi 

You really don't. Did you enroll in school when you first got here? 

Leon 

Yeah. I was in school- 

Isoardi 

You were still in grammar school, I guess, then. You were about nine, ten years 

old? 



Leon 

Yeah. Then I went to junior high. Actually, I did pretty well in school, 

particularly in junior high. Because when I was living near Custer Avenue my 

neighbor was a Japanese family named Tanaka. They had a kid about my age 

[James Tanaka], and we used to walk to school together. We went through the 

last part of elementary school and then junior high together. He was a scholar. 

He was an "A" student, you know, really diligent and very smart and athletic, 

very well-endowed and all. We became real close friends, buddies. So I wanted 

to keep up with him athletically and the whole bit. I started making A's, 

working toward A's and all that. It was a contest. I never got higher grades in 

my life. I was motivated. 

Isoardi 

Healthy competition. 

Leon 

Yeah. Then World War II came around. Just before the attack at Pearl Harbor 

his family just unexpectedly packed up and moved to Japan. [laughs] Tanaka. I 

have a feeling they were aware of everything and all that. 

Isoardi 

They were anticipating that bad things would happen to them if they stayed? 

Leon 

They probably knew, yeah. They probably had a direct- Because it was weird. 

They had a home and the whole bit. Suddenly everything was packed and they 

were gone with no notice. A little while later there was Pearl Harbor. [laughs] 

I'm just suspecting, you know. 

Isoardi 

Did you ever reconnect with him? Do you know if he survived the war? 

Leon 

No, I have no idea. I never saw him again. I remember him vividly, because we 

were really close friends. As a matter of fact, I'm very grateful to him. He 

showed me something that really helped me. When I used to go to junior high, 

the school was built in such a way that in order to get to the main building I 

would enter way at the far end of the playground yard, you know, the football 

field. There was a gate over there. I'd walk through the gate, walk across the 

field all that distance to the school building. In the mornings there would be 

this kid who was sort of a- His brother was a boxer or something, and he prided 

himself on being a boxer. He'd wait for me. I'm walking across, and he'd start 

sparring with me, slapping me, embarrassing me. I'm taking it all in. I told my 

friend James that I hated that. He said, "Well, listen, why don't you do 

something, then?" "I don't know how to box." He says, "Come here, I'll show 

you." In just a few minutes he showed me a perfect defense system that I'll 

always be grateful to him for. He just said, "Look. Stand facing me. Bend your 



head forward toward me so you have to look up to see me so your chin is out of 

the way, your stomach is too far to reach. Put your feet this way and your legs 

slightly- So he can't push you down or sideways. You have a good platform. 

And you can see him, but you have to look up. If he hits you, it's just going to 

strike you here. Now, just cross your hands this way. If he shoots something at 

you, just go like that." [indicates] "You can't get through there. Your stomach's 

out of the way, he can't get through. As you're doing this, when he shoots 

something and then you see an opening, slap him and go back." That's all I did. 

Isoardi 

And it worked. 

Leon 

So this guy starts his usual thing the next day. Pow! I slapped him, and he was 

surprised. He starts again. Pow! Pow! Pow! He never touched me again. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, I'll bet. [laughs] Very effective. 

Leon 

One of the triumphs in my life. That and that one cut that protected my mother 

from further abuse. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. It didn't make you want to become a boxer, did it? [laughs] 

Leon 

No, it didn't, but it made me feel good about myself, you know, my dignity. 

2. Tape Number: I, Side Two June 11, 1997 

Isoardi 

Okay, you're in junior high school now. Is music entering the picture yet? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. By then I started playing. I got a clarinet when I was twelve. So in 

junior high, you know, a year- 

Isoardi 

How did that come about? 

Leon 

The clarinet? 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

Yeah, that was the one that was bought for me at Shearson Brothers downtown, 

that metal clarinet I told you about. 

Isoardi 



Well, did you tell your mother one day, "Can I get a clarinet yet?" Or did she 

know that you wanted this all along? 

Leon 

No, I told her eight years before. I had to wait. We couldn't afford it. She 

always used to apologize. But we just were starving, you know. Not starving; 

we ate well. But we were just making it, so a purchase like that would have 

been heartless for the family. It was a luxury. But there came a time when she 

said, "Let's go get you an instrument." I knew exactly what I wanted and the 

whole bit.I moved fast on it because I applied myself. It came easy. A few 

lessons and I was- A tutor helped me-my teacher-with some of the guys who 

were having trouble and all that. So I was a clarinet player, and I was- 

Isoardi 

That old metal clarinet, was that a regular? Or was it an Albert system? 

Leon 

No, the Boehm system. It was just a very thin tube with a bell. It was shiny. It 

looked like chrome, but it was some kind of cheap coating that wore off easily. 

Most of the holes where the acid would land, they were worn through. You 

could see corroded brass. Then the holes would get too big and started leaking 

and all that. I used to take the instrument to bed with me so it would be handy 

in the morning to start; I was that avid about it. That saved me once, too. You 

remember that gate that I told you I had to walk through to get to the building? 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

Well, one time, one morning, I got my clarinet case, and I was leaving the 

school, approaching the gate to go home, and I had my clarinet case here. There 

was a group of six guys, a gang, and they wouldn't let me pass through the gate. 

They were looking- They surrounded me like in a movie. "Say, whatcha got 

there?"I said, "It's my instrument, man.""Instrument? What's that?""It's my 

clarinet.""Play it."They looked at me, you know, like they were all staring at 

me, and I had to do what they said. But I had been listening to Artie Shaw and 

Benny Goodman; I knew a lot of their solos and the whole bit. 

Isoardi 

How long had you been playing the clarinet? 

Leon 

A couple of years. But I used to ditch school and just play with records. My 

records were worn out. I knew Artie's "Concerto for Clarinet" and a bunch of 

stuff from Woody Herman and all that. That helped me, because it helped me to 

develop my own style. But my favorite tone at that time was the way Artie used 

to play it-you know, his style.Anyway, I put my clarinet together. By now I had 



a wooden one. They liked it. Actually, "Wah!" They applauded and all that. 

They became my protectors after that. 

Isoardi 

Really? 

Leon 

Yeah. They respected me. [laughs] I learned a lot about gangs. 

Isoardi 

Good thing you studied. [laughs] 

Leon 

Yeah. Those kids, you know, if they see that you have some special talent they 

honor it. They honor it. This happened to one of my sons. I decided to have one 

more kid; he's twenty-two now. But when he went to junior high here where we 

live, there were about five or six gangs in the junior high he attended. 

Isoardi 

What's the name of that junior-? 

Leon 

In El Sereno. He was worried. In junior high, when they ask you, "What are 

you? What's your role?" you have to either be a surfer or this- You have to 

belong to some group. Then, of course, the gangs have areas in the school that 

they feel is their turf, and if you want to walk through there you have to pay-

stuff like that. The way my kid did it is that I shared a lot of these insights with 

him about the do's and don'ts with gangs. If they respect you or they know 

you're on their side- You don't have to join them, but you're not against them. 

You don't look down on them. You don't do a staring game. You defer to them; 

that shows you respect them. They'll respect you. So the way he did it, he's a 

good comedian. He knows how to make people laugh. He made them laugh 

right away, and he was good at it. That was his clarinet playing. Yeah. They 

protected him all through junior high. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. So when you got your clarinet- Now, that came with some free lessons 

you said, right? 

Leon 

Seventy lessons, yeah. 

Isoardi 

So is that how you started? You started studying the clarinet with your first 

lesson? 

Leon 

Yeah. I learned how to read music and blow the horn at the same time. 

Isoardi 

This was a private teacher? 

Leon 



Yeah. He was a clarinetist. I remember he used to have a crystal mouthpiece. 

Nice tone. Played a little jazz. 

Isoardi 

Do you remember his name? 

Leon 

No. You know, I've forgotten that. Yeah, I can't remember. 

Isoardi 

Where would you go for the lessons? Back to the store? 

Leon 

Yeah, right in the store, Shearson Brothers, on Third [Street] and Broadway. 

It's still there, the store. I don't think they call it Shearson Brothers anymore, 

but I think they sell records and stuff like that. But that part of town is raunchy. 

The reason I mention that is that ties in a lot with Central Avenue and the 

musical life there. Because in those days L.A. was like a fantasy land, 

especially for me, who was so interested in music. Just a few blocks from my 

junior high I could walk downtown. You'd start from First Street down to Pico 

[Boulevard].There were about five or six beautiful theaters, large theaters that 

used to have stages where they- In those days you'd see a program of films, and 

then they'd draw the curtains and clear the movie stage off-you know, they'd 

draw it up. Then they'd have vaudeville: aerialists, trained dog acts, bicycle 

acts. I mean, it became a full circus up there. In some of those theaters they had 

a pit band. Then the name bands would be playing all over town. There was a 

time when Duke Ellington was at the Orpheum [Theatre], Benny Goodman was 

at this theater- There would be three or four big name bands all live on the 

stage. 

Isoardi 

All there at the same time? 

Leon 

On the stage, yeah. You could go see all of them on one day. I started ditching 

school. You'd see me right in the front row watching all these [bands] and 

hearing them. 

Isoardi 

What theaters? You mentioned the Orpheum. 

Leon 

The Orpheum- I hope I can think of the others. The Los Angeles Theatre had a 

band. The Paramount Theatre had a band. There were two others. I can't think 

of their names. But they were beautiful structures in their prime, a lot of gold 

inlay and dramatic architecture inside, beautiful carpets. The theaters were 

lavish. 

Isoardi 

And they would hold quite a few hundred people. 



Leon 

Oh, yeah. They were huge theaters. Like Paul Lopez worked at the Orpheum. 

He'd probably remember what the other theaters were, because when I was a 

kid he was already a professional playing at the Orpheum with a stage band, the 

Al Lyons Orchestra. I remember admiring him. He was on his crutches and he 

was playing great trumpet, solos and the whole bit. 

Isoardi 

Did you ever have a chance to meet any of the musicians when you were going 

to the-? Did you ever try to meet them? 

Leon 

No, no. They weren't available. The curtain would close and they'd 

disappear.Later I tried to make up for that. When I was a music teacher at 

Lincoln High for about ten years, I really built a- I was instrumental in building 

a huge program there. In those days in the sixties there was a lot of funding for 

music in public education. I started working there at Lincoln High School 

where I had dropped out as a kid. I came back, and they hired me anxiously as 

a music teacher. I was already a professional now. I was very active in the 

union [American Federation of Musicians, Local 47]. I had a lot of support 

from the president there [Max Herman]. We used to have a really well-heeled 

musicians' trust fund in those days. The union would underwrite all kinds of 

wonderful civic projects, helping teachers at school put on concerts and public 

performances and stuff like that. Well, in my case it was like an open-ended 

check. I'd go ask my friend, "Hey, look, these kids need this, they need that. 

They need to know what a chamber orchestra is." Or a string quartet. I'd get 

topnotch performers, and I'd present them at the high school. It was a large high 

school, a six-year high school. You get a kid in junior high and he goes through 

senior high, so you know your student for six years-a tremendous 

opportunity.By the time I had been there about three years with all this support, 

and then since I was so active professionally and all that, the music department 

kept growing. The kids were- We had these huge waiting lines, kids trying to 

sign up for our classes and all that. We had to hire more people. We wound up 

having-let's see, one, two-five music teachers. 

Isoardi 

Full-time music teachers? 

Leon 

Can you figure that? Full-time music teachers. 

Isoardi 

That's a huge department. 

Leon 

It was. But what happened in the span of four or five years, largely from my 

impetus in the thing, we wound up being able to teach arranging, sight singing, 



madrigal singing, dance band, the regular marching band, and so forth, theory 

and what have you. It was like a little conservatory. That's how I met Don Ellis. 

When we were really flourishing like that I was able to- I had so much respect 

from our school, the principal and so forth, that one day I said to him, "Listen, 

I'd like to select, hand-pick some of the kids that I sense are really musically 

gifted and do special projects with them, take them way beyond high school 

level and all that, but I need your help. These guys that I'm thinking of, I've 

been spotting them for years now. I have twelve of them in mind. They are also 

our best scholars, A students and all that. They're busy with their schoolwork. 

They can't afford to drop any of their courses. Could you extend the six-period 

day we have to seven periods?" You know, he did it because he saw what I had 

been building. He trusted me. We had a special class for advanced musicians. 

Anyway, a bunch of these guys are music teachers now and all that. 

Isoardi 

That's nice. 

Leon 

The thing is, though, two of them who were particularly gifted in writing and 

improvising and all that joined me one time. We signed up for a jazz 

composition course at UCLA [University] Extension. Don Ellis was teaching it. 

I don't know if you're familiar with Don Ellis? 

Isoardi 

Yes, I know who he is. 

Leon 

Well, he was teaching this Extension course. There would be about ten or 

twelve students there for the course. We all played a different instrument. We 

would write for the instruments in the class. The idea was to search for avant-

garde techniques, look for the unusual and make music with it, discover fresh 

sounds and all that. 

Isoardi 

And these are high school kids who are doing that? 

Leon 

Yeah. They're sitting right alongside me taking a university course. They knew 

their theory. I mean, they had it. They just needed to be given more tools and 

direction. Anyway, that's how I met Don Ellis, from blowing. He knew that I 

had played with Charlie Barnet. He liked my sound and the way I wrote. He 

told me that he was organizing a twenty-five-piece arranger-composers group 

where the main project was to try to fuse Far Eastern musical techniques with 

jazz to get into some of the uneven meters, the ragas instead of the regular tonal 

scales and all that, but fuse it with jazz. The reason twenty-five pieces was the 

thing was that he wanted to have a full rhythm section. So what he had- His 



project called for four drummers with full drum sets, each one. Can you picture 

that? 

Isoardi 

That's a pretty heavy bottom. 

Leon 

And then four bass players- 

Isoardi 

Oh, my God. 

Leon 

-acoustic bass. Then a full sixteen-piece- 

Isoardi 

Brass. 

Leon 

Yeah, a whole brass section. Then he played trumpet too, so there were five 

trumpets sometimes with four- 

Isoardi 

Jeez. This would have made Stan Kenton smile. 

Leon 

Yeah. It was bigger. But the thing is, he wasn't on a Stan Kenton kick. And it 

wasn't all East Indian music, but a lot of our stuff was. At the time most of our 

repertory was odd meters. We started as an experimental band. I mean, these 

drummers, they were all young. The youngest guy was nineteen; the oldest 

drummer was twenty-five. All of them are big-name drummers now. I mean, 

they were talented, gifted drummers. The bass players were also big names. It 

was a strong band. Most-well, maybe half-of the guys were arrangers.So we'd 

bring in our charts. We started rehearsing at a place called the Zarape on Silver 

Lake [Boulevard] and Sunset [Boulevard] atop a market-there was a ballroom 

upstairs-on a dead night. Before we knew it people were curious, trying to hear 

us. So the owner let people come in-it was a Monday night-to just listen to us. 

The place got packed after a while, because the music was very interesting. 

Later we moved to Bonesville on Melrose [Avenue], a beer joint. They only 

had a beer license. We played there on a Monday night. Again, the same thing 

happened. People couldn't stay away. After we had been playing about five or 

six months we looked around, the room is full, full of people. We were 

cooking, you know? They petitioned us into all the major jazz festivals. They 

wrote so many letters, you know. We wound up at Monterey [Jazz Festival], 

everywhere. We even flew to New York and the whole bit. Album after album, 

the whole scene. 

Isoardi 

How long did this last, this band? 

Leon 



That band? Well, I was with them for seven years. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. 

Leon 

I got tired of traveling and trying to keep my home thing. I finally pulled out, 

but he kept going. 

Isoardi 

So this was from the sixties for about seven years into the seventies? 

Leon 

His band remained active for about ten or twelve years. Eventually he chopped 

it down, but for most of that time it was this huge band. I mean, it was just an 

exciting band. One of the high points was that we wound up being flown to 

New York to share sets with the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra at a club in 

New York. They'd be in the next room; we could see them. They'd play their 

thing, then we'd do our set and the whole bit. They flew us out just for that. 

Then we did the Newport Jazz Festival, all the festivals. 

Isoardi 

And you said you played with the L.A. Philharmonic at one point. 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, that's what happened with- The band was so good, we'd look 

around the room, a bunch of the musicians out there listening to us were from 

the Philharmonic. I remember one high point in my life as far as a validating 

experience as a musician is that on one of those occasions we were playing a 

tune in a nice, comfortable, medium tempo. It was a thing where at a certain 

point the whole band drops out and then just the rhythm section is blowing-you 

know, the four drummers and the bass player. And I'm playing a soprano, open-

end solo. 

Isoardi 

Over that? 

Leon 

Yeah. [Isoardi laughs] Well, no, see, these guys weren't smashing; they 

knew dynamics. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. Still, that's a lot of weight. 

Leon 

I'll let you hear one of those records sometime. Or if you're aware of them- 

Isoardi 

No, I'm not. I'd love to. 

Leon 

Because they were musical. I mean, they weren't out to outdo each other. They 

knew how to play as gently and softly as- It was just a giant machine-deep, 



fascinating, and interesting. Because they were all gifted. You know, they knew 

what they were doing. It was like one drummer but with many hands.Anyway, 

so I'm playing this solo. And ideal, you know, because we had been together so 

long and all that. I always close my eyes when I'm blowing. You know, I can 

concentrate better. I finished my solo, and I'm sitting down, putting my horn 

down, and I see this guy walking across the floor toward me. He grabs my hand 

and he squeezes it, and he says, "That was beautiful. Beautiful," and he walked 

away. It was Zubin Mehta. I'll never forget that. I mean, I was- I don't know 

what to call it. Because this guy had heard so much great sound, and I moved 

him. I must not be all bad. So whenever I start putting myself down or I worry 

that I haven't been blowing and I'm going to fall down or I question the depth 

of my talent, I just remember if I could get to him I must not be all bad, you 

know? [Isoardi laughs] I don't know about you, but- 

Isoardi 

Yeah, I think you could say that. 

Leon 

-we tend to suspect what we can do. We doubt ourselves and all that. It's hard 

to get validation to counter that. When you get a guy like that doing this- And I 

knew it was real. 

Isoardi 

Truly. 

Leon 

It means a lot to me. It just gives me my courage back. 

Isoardi 

Certainly. 

Leon 

I had another experience like that when I was twenty-two, with Stan Kenton 

this time. At that time I started traveling. I went East when I was about twenty, 

on the road with a Latin band, Miguelito Valdez, a singer who used to- He had 

a big name in those days. He used to be featured with Xavier Cugat when 

Cugat was a big name and making movies and all that. On the strength of that 

name he organized his own band. It was a society dance band-Latin-style, 

though. We used to play the finest hotels, go on the road across the country and 

all. 

Isoardi 

So you were with him late forties, early fifties? 

Leon 

Yeah. I was twenty or twenty-one. 

Isoardi 

So 1947, '48, you went with him? 

Leon 



Around there, yeah. 

Isoardi 

For how long? 

Leon 

Oh, about a year. But I wound up in New York. Then suddenly the band had 

trouble with his booking agent and all that. We wound up stranded there. I was 

living, sharing a room with the piano player, Eddie Cano. I don't know if you've 

ever heard of him. 

Isoardi 

Sure. 

Leon 

Eddie and I are the same age and we went through high school together and the 

whole bit. He used to send home for money so we could stay in New York and 

just live the town out. But eventually I wanted to come back, so I heard that 

they were looking for the jazz chair in the Charlie Barnet band. They were 

auditioning. I went down there and sat in and got the gig. So that became my 

trip back to L.A. I stayed with Charlie- 

Isoardi 

With Charlie Barnet? 

Leon 

Yeah, for about a year. But during that period that band became a real 

heavyduty band. Some of the older dead weight started leaving. Each time he'd 

hire a real powerful, young guy in his place. The band became really powerful. 

Isoardi 

This was Charlie Barnet or Valdez? 

Leon 

No, Charlie Barnet. In those days Woody Herman['s Second] Herd with the 

"four brothers" [saxophonists] and all that was in the picture. Barnet was trying 

to have a band of that caliber, too. So there was a competition in a sense to try 

to, both of us, have that limelight of being the hottest jazz band. So Barnet had 

a really smashing band for a few years. It was in that context we had been 

playing-you know, criss-crossing with Woody's band, playing the same gigs, 

the same theaters and all that. We wound up at Hermosa Beach where- I guess 

Kenton made his big name there. Or Newport Beach? 

Isoardi 

Balboa. 

Leon 

Balboa beach, in the Quonset hut [the Rendezvous]. We're playing an afternoon 

dance there and broadcasting and all that, and I guess Kenton was in the 

audience. It happened that while he was there we were just finishing up a set. I 

had a solo on an arrangement of "How High the Moon." Then we wound up 



that set back in the backstage room trying to find a new reed, and this tall dude 

walks in. He walks up to me and he says, "Hello, my name's Stan Kenton. I like 

the way you play. You know, Charlie tells me that he's going to be disbanding 

this group in November." 

Isoardi 

Had you heard that? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Oh, you had heard that. 

Leon 

So anyway, he says, "I'm enlarging my orchestra, and I'm planning to have a 

thing called `Innovations in Modern Jazz.' I'm going to add some French horns, 

strings, and expand the orchestra. We've got a bunch of theaters and record 

dates lined up with the new format. I'd like you to play the jazz chair." 

Isoardi 

Fabulous. Fabulous offer. 

Leon 

You know, that was another one of those- It scared the shit out of me. 

Isoardi 

Well, he was a big name then. 

Leon 

It was the biggest name then. 

Isoardi 

He had a great, great band. 

Leon 

But the thing is, it scared me to death. I was flattered, but it wasn't like with 

Zubin where- That was to come later. This was when I was twenty-two. That 

Zubin Mehta thing happened when I was in my thirties. The thing is, see, you 

realize I hadn't been playing that long. I didn't get my horn until twelve and 

started playing with Latin bands at fifteen. Then I started playing a little jazz 

here and there, but I didn't have that much background. I had the aptitude but 

not the experience. I didn't feel that secure. And then he's going to give me the 

top jazz post in the country, you know, performing in theaters and the records 

and everything. He gave me his card and said, "Send me a wire as soon as the 

band breaks up." I never sent it. [laughs] So for decades I kicked myself. 

[Isoardi laughs] All the things I missed out on. Then I kept hearing the band, 

what they were producing. Every guy in that band became a big name: Shorty 

Rogers, Art Pepper- Well, Art Pepper took my spot, my slot. I would have been 

Art Pepper- 

Isoardi 



Oh, jeez. 

Leon 

-if I had been able to- 

Isoardi 

You were his choice before Art Pepper. 

Leon 

That's right, yeah. He chose me, and he chose me from his own audition. He 

heard me, and on the basis of one solo he offered me this gig. You know, the 

thing I regretted the most was not so much the loss of the big name, but I 

thought "Oh, God"-I'd hear a chart with this great alto solo on it-"that could 

have been the chance for me to blow that, to get into it. I missed out on all 

that."But what happened, fortunately- See, you never know what's going to 

happen. Years later I'm playing in a rehearsal band in Azusa. This trombone 

player who used to be Kenton's road manager and played second or third 

trombone wound up with Kenton's book. And he used to have rehearsal bands. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. 

Leon 

Yeah, Dick Shearer. Anyway, I started playing lead alto with that band, and 

here I am having a chance to blow all these charts. So that made me happy. It 

was fulfillment, closure. 

Isoardi 

Exactly. 

Leon 

I knew I could do it. But then I could do it now, but I don't know if I could have 

done it at twenty-two. That will always remain an unanswered question: Would 

I have fallen on my ass or not? I was too cowardly. You know, I learned a lot 

about psychology then. The way I rationalized my way out of being cowardly 

and not risking was- I wasn't able to face myself squarely and say "You're 

scared" or "You doubt yourself." I couldn't face that kind of self-reduction. So 

instead the rationale I took was, you know, "The road has all this tension and 

this and that. So many guys getting into the drug scene. You're always moving 

around. You become a commodity, and you're really an entertainer. How much 

depth are you getting from your experience? You're repeating the same charts. I 

want depth. I want to be a musician of depth, and I can't have that as long as 

I'm trapped in this."So my plan was to hit the piano hard-you know, learn to 

play piano so you can score faster so you can get ahold of harmonic insight. 

But you need pianistic technique, and you're going to be distracted if you go on 

blowing your horn with bands and all that. So I decided-I was on the road then-

don't go back home, because you'll fall into the same trap again-you know, get 

calls by the bands. Hole up somewhere.I had met a chick on the road that 



wanted to live with me. She wanted to be part of my life. I was her big hero. I 

liked her, but I didn't love her. But she wanted to be part of my life. I told her, 

"Well, maybe you could fit in. You know, right now I'm thinking of just pulling 

out and just woodshedding, just learning more about music, more depth, getting 

into classical piano and all that and analyzing the great composers." She said, 

"I'll help. Let me help you." But my pride wouldn't let me say [yes]; I couldn't 

be a kept man. But again, I rationalized by saying, "Well, I'll let you if I can 

owe you, pay you back later." I never did pay her. [laughs]But I holed up in 

Columbus, Ohio. I was about twenty-three then, I guess. I lived up in her 

apartment above a market in Columbus. We got me a little Steinway upright. I 

got a music teacher and started studying piano from scratch, really getting in 

depth. But I made some mistaken assumptions. I figured with the background I 

have in music it shouldn't be much problem switching to the piano. [mutual 

laughter] I overlooked the fact that you have to have this early programming 

and the independence and all that. I figured if I really got intense about it, if I 

practiced eight or ten hours a day, I could overcome the other- I almost crippled 

myself overplaying. I learned a lot. But that was my escape route to save my- I 

was moving altruistically, heroically, but it was really a coverup for my fear of 

failure with Kenton. I learned a lot about piano, though. [mutual laughter] 

Isoardi 

So something good. There's always movement forward anyway. [tape recorder 

off]Okay, Ruben, let me back you up a little bit. You're in junior high, and 

you've been playing for a little bit. You're studying downtown at the place you 

bought your clarinet. Are you studying in school at all? Did they have a music 

program for you in junior high school? 

Leon 

No, actually not in junior high. I might have been in the band one or two 

semesters, but- I was too advanced for what they were doing as far as my ear 

and all that, because I used to listen to music a lot, and analytically. 

Isoardi 

So you really picked it up quickly. 

Leon 

Yeah. I intuitively did the right thing. I used to ditch a lot. I'd go directly to the 

theaters and hear these bands, hear these musicians, see them in action and hear 

the arrangements and the scoring to get all these- I was being educated, ear 

trained, intuitively. And I was also making value judgments. You know how in 

popular music there are so many different styles and levels and all that? I was 

rejecting them. "No, I don't want to hear that." Some of it was not really, to my 

ears, worth listening to. It was all clichés. So it was shaping my musical taste. 

Then I'd go home and blow, or I'd ditch and stay home and practice most of the 



day. Or I'd go hang out in the library, because in those days if you ditched they 

used to have truant officers- 

Isoardi 

They'd come after you. 

Leon 

-patrolling all these theaters. [Isoardi laughs] They'd pull you out and take you 

in and embarrass your family and the whole bit. So I used to hide out in the 

library or practicing at home-or learning how to hide from the truant officers in 

the theaters and stuff. 

Isoardi 

Your big love, then, is swing. 

Leon 

Yeah, it became that way. Later I got into Latin bands. 

Isoardi 

Well, now, that was the next thing I was going to ask you. Is there a connection 

with the Mexican community and the traditional music at all at this time? 

Leon 

What I found-in L.A. anyway, because I've only lived a little bit in El Paso 

and L.A., a little bit in Anchorage, Alaska when I was in the army and the 

traveling; as far as stationary life where you get a feeling, a knowledge of your 

immediate environment, it's mostly L.A.-the Hispanic community has been 

resonating largely to dance-type music with largely Cuban influences, you 

know, like the cha-cha, the mambo. There was a time when there were a bunch 

of clubs with salsa bands. They would play salsa and salsa jazz and all that. But 

it was all really mambo-based. Are you familiar with the cha-cha rhythm? 

Isoardi 

Uh-huh. 

Leon 

Well, if you take a mambo [demonstrates] and you slow that right down it 

becomes a cha-cha. A cha-cha is really a slow mambo. So the mambo, which is 

Cuban in origin, has been the main influence among Latinos in L.A. I think. I 

think some groups that are into cowboy Mexican music, like the little accordion 

and the two-step polka type, that's heavy too, but not among the people who 

have a more sophisticated ear for music. The people who want to hear more 

interesting harmonies or more subtle rhythms go for the Cuban-based Latin 

stuff. But it's about an equal division. You get the commercial market of people 

who like the just "oompah-oompah" kind of thing. But those people I've found 

generally don't have a- They don't require much melodic challenge or anything. 

They like simplicity and themes that are worn out already. The mambo thing, 

you keep getting fresh stuff all the time. It keeps evolving. This other one, it's 

traditional. It stays there.When I got into Latin- There was a time when I was 



considered a Latin piano player because I was so fascinated with the Latin 

rhythms from having played with Miguelito. I met guys- The guy who wrote 

our book was Tito Puente. 

Isoardi 

Really? 

Leon 

Yeah. I mean, this was a good band. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

Tito was a young guy then. 

Isoardi 

Was he playing in the band? Or just an arranger? 

Leon 

No, no, he was an arranger. He used to arrange, and he would come in, bring 

new charts, rehearse the band. Then he'd go rehearse another band. He was very 

active as an arranger making his living. And he'd bring some originals and stuff 

like that. Then my roommate and my compadre- We went to high school. He 

became a great Latin jazz piano player. 

Isoardi 

Eddie Cano? 

Leon 

Yeah. He taught me a lot of the insights on blowing. So for a time I used to sub 

as a piano player for Eddie's group sometimes when he was sick and for other 

piano players who had bands. Then I worked for about ten years with the 

Johnny Chera salsa band as a piano player. 

Isoardi 

Eddie Cano, he was playing up until the day he died, wasn't he? 

Leon 

Yeah. We were only a month apart in age. 

Isoardi 

You met him when? In high school you said? 

Leon 

Yeah. We used to, I remember, at Central Junior High [School]- And then we 

went to Lincoln together. I dropped out of Lincoln, and he stayed on and got 

his diploma. But I remember very clearly one afternoon we were sitting- I don't 

know what age we were, probably about fourteen, fifteen. 

Isoardi 

This is at Lincoln? 

Leon 



No, I don't remember where. But we were sitting and talking about what we 

wanted to do with our lives. It was very clear. He said, "I want to be a 

bandleader, a famous bandleader." His philosophy was "You've got to have a 

big name to make it, man. It's a dog-eat-dog world" and this and that. He was 

very aggressive in his plans, you know. He was going to be a top name and so 

solid that he couldn't be touched. You know, he'd have armor and richness and 

fame. He needed- Well, he was coming from the barrio, the insecurities of it. 

This was his way of- He figured that's the way life is; you're either under or 

you're on top. It's a dog-eat-dog world. You're either the oppressed or the 

oppressor. I didn't quite see it that way, so- I remember at that point I wasn't 

sure what I wanted to do. I thought I wanted to be a big-name bandleader-Ray 

Lexington-but I was beginning to reject the idea. My original drive to go that 

route to be accepted by the public with a name like Ray Lexington-Because we 

intuited that it was a white world. Even though blacks had big names, it was the 

white world that was supporting them. Because the blacks were playing a game 

of being entertainers for you folks, you know. They were dancing for us. They 

did choreography. They were performers, entertainers. Later on with the bebop 

there was more dignity. They were musicians now, artists. They didn't 

choreograph anything. They didn't even smile. They just blew. They were 

virtuoso level. The attitude changed over the years.But anyway, Eddie taught 

me a lot. Playing piano expanded my perspective, because now I was part of 

the rhythm section. It also made me more colorful and interesting piano-wise, 

because I would play like a horn player melodically, but I had the 

understanding of the rhythm function of the instrument and all that. I did that 

for many years. I learned a lot about harmony and a lot of stuff you can only- 

Stuff you only learn about movement and harmony if you're close to it and it's 

happening. It becomes intuitive. Then after a while you just see a line and you 

hear what chords go under it. 

Isoardi 

When you go to high school, that's where you meet Eddie Cano. It's at Lincoln. 

Leon 

Let's see. We were at Central Junior High. That was the name of the- 

Isoardi 

Oh, the place on Bunker Hill? 

Leon 

Yeah. Central Junior High, a beautiful, beautiful high school. They still have 

that same building. It's the Board of Education now. That's where Eddie and I 

met. 

Isoardi 

Oh, in junior high school. 

Leon 



Yeah. Then we went off to Lincoln High together. 

Isoardi 

Which was located where? 

Leon 

North Broadway in L.A. 

Isoardi 

Okay. 

Leon 

Yeah. It used to be an Italian neighborhood in those days. You know 

Broadway? Have you ever gone north on Broadway? 

Isoardi 

Uh-huh. 

Leon 

When you get all the way to where you're approaching El Sereno, about a mile 

before that, that's where Lincoln High School is, at the end of North Broadway. 

Isoardi 

What was the school like? 

Leon 

It was a terrific place educationally, because for most of the time that it's 

existed- They changed it eventually to a standard high school, I think, a three-

year. But for most of its life it was a six-year high school. 

Isoardi 

So it was a combined junior high and high school? 

Leon 

Yeah. I feel that's ideal. That's the way it should be, you know. Because you get 

to see a person go through these critical- 

Isoardi 

A lot of changes. 

Leon 

Yeah. You can live with them as they change and help them instead of going 

through a certain phase and they enter a new environment. Musically it was 

ideal. Imagine spending six years with a kid that looks up to you, listens to you. 

You can guide him. You have all these influences. See, when I used to bring 

performers like the Don Ellis band or a symphonic group or a chamber 

orchestra, part of the arrangement was that after you perform, do you mind if 

the kids talked with you and asked you questions? The kids are on the stage 

asking all kinds of things, getting demonstrations by real pros after having 

heard them. But the biggest thing was you had these top-notch musicians 

playing, everything's clean, musical- 

Isoardi 

Yeah, they just get those kind of standards. 



Leon 

Standards. That's the thing that wasn't being done by other teachers that I saw 

there before. They'd hear a guy play in unison that was way off and they'd say, 

"Oh, you can do better," but they wouldn't linger and demand until the kid 

cleaned it up. I used to wait until it was clean. Then when they experience it 

they don't want to ever do otherwise. The standard is set, you know. They begin 

to really hear the strength in music. And then, by being able to talk with people 

directly, they have their own special questions that they have been seeking 

answers to. 
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Isoardi 

What was the student body at Lincoln [High School] like in terms of kids' 

ethnic backgrounds? 

Leon 

Ethnically they were about probably 94 percent Hispanic. But in those days 

Hispanic wasn't as compounded or complex as it is now. In those days they 

were of largely Mexican American extraction, mostly Mexican American, 

because at earlier levels there had been some new arrivals from Mexico that 

were still Mexican. But these are kids now of someone like me, you know, 

who's bicultural and all. There were very few- The Asians were only Chinese. 

You didn't have all these varieties of people from different parts of Asia. There 

was maybe one or two, if any, Japanese at Lincoln. By junior high there had 

been two or three Japanese. Mostly if they were Asians it was going to be 

Chinese Americans. So they didn't need bilingual education or anything like 

that. But largely of Mexican extraction, mostly American born of Mexican 

descent.The staff was conversely largely Anglo. They were looking for 

qualified bilingual teachers and all that, but they didn't have the educational 

mechanism in place for producing enough in those days. Also, there hadn't 

been the militancy to push for bilingual education yet. It happened while I was 

at Lincoln. There was a revolution. The students walked out and all that. 

Isoardi 

Really? 

Leon 

Yeah. There was a turning point there in that where the- 

Isoardi 

This must have been around '42, '43, something like that? 

Leon 



No, I think it was- The revolution had happened out in the streets before this. 

But it happened in the school for the first time in I guess it was-what?-the 

sixties maybe, fifties. 

Isoardi 

Oh. This was when you weren't there. Okay. This was much later. 

Leon 

Yeah. No, it was when I was a teacher. 

Isoardi 

Oh, back as a teacher. Right, right. 

Leon 

Yeah. One of our faculty had the guts to organize the students. They had a 

demonstration and they walked out and all that. I was embarrassed. I wasn't 

militant enough then. I was playing it cool. I was fitting into the system quite a 

bit. I didn't realize it. 

Isoardi 

So back then, when you were a student at Lincoln, it was mostly white faculty? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

You mentioned also that early on, especially when you were in elementary 

school back in El Paso, how it was a struggle not knowing English and how it 

was holding you back in your classwork, making school a real problem. 

Leon 

Well, I wouldn't call it a struggle, see, because I didn't realize what was 

happening to me. I mean, I walked into this setting. The teacher is very 

friendly. The kids are nice, and they're talking. I didn't know exactly what the 

teacher was saying, but I'm trying to guess. I didn't feel it was, "Hey, what are 

you doing? I don't speak that language." I figured that was normal, and it was. I 

mean, you just accepted it. Then I started picking up some English as we went. 

The message that I was getting from this beautiful, little blonde teacher was, 

"This country of ours is a democracy, and anyone in this room can be president. 

This is your country." You know, it sounded wonderful. Whenever I fell down 

in a subject I blamed myself, because they were so nice- 

Isoardi 

Yeah. How could it possibly be their fault? 

Leon 

I didn't realize they were really fucking me over. [mutual laughter] I don't think 

the teachers felt that way, either. It was for my own good, sink or swim. He's an 

American; he might as well know the language. It was a stern way of bringing 

you into the culture, you know. They threw you in. You learned how to swim 



by being thrown into the swimming pool. It's true, because that's what helped 

me learn how to swim in the river. 

Isoardi 

Almost drowning. [laughs] 

Leon 

The trouble is with that model- And it's a very tragic thing, because I have scars 

from it, scars that I didn't find out I had until later as an adult. In the first place, 

all those years, instead of being- How can you put it in perspective? "Well, I 

don't speak their language, but eventually this-" If you fail or don't understand, 

you don't tell anybody. You're dumb. Then you're embarrassed about going 

back because you know you're going to fail. Then the fear makes you less 

efficient. You're afraid to ask questions because you don't want to sound stupid 

or you don't want them to see how stupid you are. The key thing here is that 

you begin to think you are stupid. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, everything is turned inward. 

Leon 

"I'm stupid. I'm stupid. It's my fault." See? Then by the time I was twelve I had 

dropped out spiritually from school. I had no respect for it, no need for it. 

That's where music saved my ass in a way, because that's where I had control. 

Isoardi 

Well, that's what I was going to ask you. How are you getting by in junior high 

and high school now that you're in L.A. in school? 

Leon 

Well, the thing is by then I had been in school quite a number of years, and I 

spoke enough English, and I read it. 

Isoardi 

So it was no longer a problem? 

Leon 

No. And then my Japanese friend [James Tanaka] and I were competing, so I 

was able to do A grades. I'm talking about the damage that's done earlier. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

The thing is, even though by that time I was bilingual, I didn't have equal 

fluency or very high fluency in either language, because I wasn't being 

systematic about really enlarging each language. I just kept them both alive. So 

I was still translating. I think I was largely thinking in Spanish and translating 

into English, but that slowed the process. Like if that were the case now, we 

wouldn't be this far. One or two words that I don't understand and it invalidates 

the whole phrase. I'd have to hear it again or I'd give you a wrong answer. So 



later, when I was twenty-five [years old], I decided to go back to school. I 

dropped out in tenth grade. 

Isoardi 

You dropped out of Lincoln in tenth? 

Leon 

Yeah, out of school, period. 

Isoardi 

Completely? That was as far as you went then? 

Leon 

Yeah. I traveled with a band. 

Isoardi 

You joined a band? You were-what?-fifteen years old then, maybe? Sixteen? 

Leon 

Yeah. I was a union [American Federation of Musicians] member. Fifteen. 

Isoardi 

When did you join the union? 

Leon 

At fifteen. Local 47. There was an opening- It was World War II, see. 

Isoardi 

So this was 1942, you're fifteen years old, '42, '43. 

Leon 

Around there, yeah. 

Isoardi 

And you drop out of Lincoln and you join the union and you join a band. 

Leon 

Yeah. I went up to- I didn't drop out of Lincoln, I was thrown out. I was 

expelled. 

Isoardi 

Why? Grades? 

Leon 

I was set up by- Because I told you I used to ditch a lot for my own productive 

purposes. But my record I guess didn't look too good attendance-wise. Then 

one day I was- The school was like a two-story thing, and there were a lot of 

staircases. Between classes it would be the halls were full of students going up 

and down stairs. And students can get rowdy and loud and all. On one of those 

times, I'm walking up, and the vice-principal-he had a cop mentality-was up 

there. There was a girl, about two or three girls, students, up ahead of me who 

had my pencil, but she couldn't hear me. So I tried to attract their attention by 

reaching for her pigtail. The principal sees me doing that. He just, "Go down to 

the foot of the stairs!" I was already judged and tried and all. I went down- 

Isoardi 



That was the reason? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, look- He made me go down to the foot of the stairs. He took his 

time and got down. I'm waiting for him. I'm late to my class. He says, "Come to 

my office." He had an office, and his door was open. He had a little waiting 

room outside. He says, "Wait here." He goes to his desk, making all kinds of 

casual calls. He talked to his family and his kid. And I'm just sitting there for 

about an hour or more. I felt like I had been tried, judged, and I was being 

punished, and I had no voice. Nothing. I couldn't say anything. I was furious. I 

walked in to him and I said, "You know, you have no right to have a job like 

this. Here you're doing this to me," and this and this. "Why are you doing this? 

What kind of a man are you?" "You get out of this school, and I never want to 

see-" And I got thrown out. I never got to say why or what. [laughs] But I 

already knew that he had judged me and tried me, and I didn't want to stay. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

So I had a chance to go to San Francisco and play at Joe DiMaggio's supper 

club in a small band. 

Isoardi 

What band? 

Leon 

I was playing- It was Chuy Peña. It was wartime, remember, and Fisherman's 

Wharf was a real lively place. San Francisco was swinging. I'm a professional 

there, you know, blowing in a- It was about a seven-piece band. 

Isoardi 

How long were you up there? 

Leon 

I think for about a year and a half. I fell in love with a chorus girl [Mary von 

Slomsky] there and got married. At seventeen I got married. By nineteen I had 

two kids. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. You were growing up fast. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Very fast. 

Leon 

Then I got drafted and got into an army band. 

Isoardi 



Let me ask you, before you get into that, were there any music classes or 

training at Lincoln? 

Leon 

Now? 

Isoardi 

No, back then when you were at Lincoln as a student. 

Leon 

No, no, nothing like that. They used to have a tired violinist who had been there 

forever. 

Isoardi 

And that was it? 

Leon 

A nice guy. And then a tired choral teacher and all that. They hardly had any 

students. It was a dead program. One of the things that helped is that kids are 

very aware of youth. They have a prejudice. You know, here comes this young 

teacher who's active and all that, and they started hanging around. I used that to 

attract them, and also my musicianship; they would hear me perform. Since I 

played piano and all that, I'd have choruses, teach them just by ear. There 

would be contrapuntal things going and then a simple harmony here, but great 

tunes. Then I'd have a rhythm section backing them up, so they'd feel 

successful immediately, and they'd sound- And the standards were there. We'd 

put a show on, and they'd succeed [claps], you know, in the auditorium. So 

everybody wanted to join. That's how we started building up the program. And 

that in turn got us more teachers. Pretty soon we were, like I told you, a 

conservatory, really. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. Fabulous. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

But it's remarkable, I think, that at the age of twelve you get your first 

instrument. The only lessons or training you have are seventy lessons at this 

store, and that's it. That's the extent of your musical training. 

Leon 

Yeah. I had the aptitude and the interest. Well, after eight years of waiting, the 

motivation- 

Isoardi 

Yeah, but it seems like- 

Leon 

See, that's why- One thing I learned, a dynamic psychologically, that if the 

world squelches you it's like there's a spring in here of motivation. 



Isoardi 

Yeah, with some people. 

Leon 

That keeps pushing. It's pushed down, it's pushed down. The more you push it, 

the more tension there is. When you take that hand off, it's going to leap. 

Because you're not killing it, you're just making it more urgent that you 

overcome that resistance. I think that's what happened to me, see. The 

motivation, instead of waning, was just intensified. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, it just charged. I mean, you can understand people who play solo acts or 

who have the natural ability and who can solo. But to play in a big band setting 

was going to require some reading skills, etc. 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. 

Isoardi 

That's amazing to- 

Leon 

Well, that's another aptitude, that I was lucky that I can process quickly, 

visually. I've always amazed people with my reading. As a matter of fact, in 

San Francisco, when I was in the army there, I'd sit in with a big band. I'd sight-

read the book, and then I'd even play the solos and all. One time accidentally, 

during a break, I'm walking around- No, when I was at Joe DiMaggio's, yeah. I 

was playing with a big band, a rehearsal band. It was in Oakland. They had an 

important gig, and their lead alto [saxophone] man was sick and the whole bit. 

Here I come in on the spot- And I'm still a young guy, you know; I was 

seventeen. I read the book and the whole bit. Nobody said anything. Later we 

were taking a break-you know how musicians cluster, they're rapping and all 

that-and I walked up to the group, and they were saying, "Wow, man, that guy 

can solo. He didn't make one- He read the whole- Did you hear what he-?" I'm 

wondering who they're talking about, and it was me. [mutual laughter] That's 

another high point. That adds to the- That's the third validation thing. 

Isoardi 

You had a few. 

Leon 

Yeah, I've had a few. But the ones that count are the ones where you know that 

the source is for real. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, truly. 

Leon 

They're not just being nice or trying to encourage you. These guys were, 

"Wow! Wow!" They were astounded. All it meant, they were astounded at how 



I could read that fast or that well. They liked the way I sounded and the whole 

bit. It's just like saying, "That guy's got talent," you know? 

Isoardi 

Up until the time you leave L.A., are you practicing mostly by yourself? Are 

you meeting other people? Like do you play with Eddie [Cano]? Do you guys 

get together and jam together? 

Leon 

No. See, that's one of the scars that- You notice I'm a psychologist now and 

have a Ph.D. Well, that took a lot of academic work-hundreds, thousands of 

hours of bookwork and paperwork away from sound, away from music. 

Because I needed to have the license, and this for a number of reasons. But the 

thing is, for many years what carried me- In fact, at the time when [Charlie] 

Barnet hired me I never used to practice. When I practiced the hardest was 

when I first got my horn and all that. But along the way the sense of deficiency 

never left me, see. One of the reasons I used to go to the library a lot was to 

read all about what is musical talent, because I wasn't sure I had it. I'd wind up 

with a good band, and I'd feel like, "Are they going to find out I'm in the wrong 

group?" I doubted myself. I suspected my own ability. I thought, "They're 

dumb. They haven't seen through me yet." 

Isoardi 

Oh, my God. 

Leon 

I expected that at any moment someone would say, "Hey, I'm sorry, but you 

can't-" 

Isoardi 

So after a while you weren't even practicing? 

Leon 

No, because I- Here's the thing: I'm looking for some way of knowing that I 

deserve to be a musician. Because I respected music a lot, but I needed it also 

to have something to give me a sense of having control of something, that I had 

a competency. And since I wasn't sure that I could hold competency, every time 

I solved something or managed something successfully I felt it was a fluke or 

"Boy, I was lucky that time." 

Isoardi 

Yeah, and you found a way to explain it away. 

Leon 

I didn't know that I had this doubt about myself. I didn't know that, see. When I 

really found it out for sure was years later when I started studying psychology. 

The part of the thing is you learn how to administer intelligence tests and all 

that. By that time I was into my third marriage. I had two little kids. I was in 

my thirties. I was playing with Don [Ellis]. I was taking this testing course. Part 



of the thing is to do some actual testing toward the end of the course, and I 

tested both of my kids with the Wechsler IQ Test. One of them comes up in the 

hundred and forty-something. You know, 100 is normal. He's way up there. 

He's gifted. The normal reaction would be, "Wow! Wow! What a bright kid," 

you know? 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

I look at it, and I say- 

Isoardi 

What's wrong with the test? 

Leon 

I say, "What the hell? I can't even do the math on this." 

Isoardi 

Oh, jeez. 

Leon 

I rescored it and recomputed it several times trying to bring it down to where it 

belongs. Then I suddenly realized, "Why can't you accept that he's bright? He's 

your kid. How could he be bright?" [laughs] You know what I mean? I mean, 

how deep a scar is that? 

Isoardi 

Yeah, that's deep. 

Leon 

Okay. That's one of them, see. The other is, here I'm playing with guys like 

Maynard Ferguson, Doc Severinsen, and all that. They were all young guys, 

too, in that Barnet band. I'm this way: "What am I doing with these guys?" I 

mean, those guys were phenomenal at the chops and the speed of thinking and 

musicality and all. I'm right there on the same team with them. So most of the 

other sax players, you know, they'd set aside a couple of hours for 

woodshedding and learning new- I never touched my horn except on the gig, 

figuring, "Ah, what's the use?" Because when I go to the library I'm looking for 

the definition of musical talent.Somewhere I picked up the mistaken notion that 

you had to have absolute pitch in order to call yourself musically talented. I 

don't know where I picked that up. Maybe I was being a perfectionist or- I don't 

know what the hell process it was, but I was looking to see how many of the- 

I'd read the histories of great composers to see which of them had absolute 

pitch. Unfortunately, some of them did. Fortunately, though- 

Isoardi 

Some didn't. 

Leon 



Stravinsky, who was my favorite and the one I admired the most, didn't. He 

said, "I don't have it. In fact, I write at the piano," he said. "I prefer to write 

with a live medium" and all that. If he can write that kind of elaborate- [Isoardi 

laughs] Really.I'm thinking of one more validation that I almost forgot. When I 

was in the army the first time, World War II, I wound up in the army band at 

Camp Roberts in California. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, I know where that is. 

Leon 

The master sergeant of the band liked me a lot. He really admired me. But we 

hit it off personally. There were many times after the day, you know, we're 

sitting in his car getting loaded, just drinking and talking. We used to have a 

ball talking about life, everything. One time he asked me, "What would you 

like the most in your life in the world?" "Well," I said, "something that I can 

never attain. I'd like to be as great as Stravinsky as a composer, as an arranger, 

as a performer, as a musician. That's shooting too high, but that would be my 

wish. If I could be as great as Stravinsky, that's all I'd want. I don't want money. 

I don't want anything. Just that." He said to me, "You know, you can be greater 

than Stravinsky." I said, "Oh, shit. Come on, man." I thought this was 

overdoing it. Because here I had these negative thoughts, and then he's putting 

me above where I felt was possible- 

Isoardi 

Yeah, truly. 

Leon 

I thought, "Oh, he's really shucking me," you know. I said, "Come on, man." 

He said, "No, listen. You have a great ear. You can improvise. I saw you write 

the arrangements you do for the band. You take a few ideas and develop them. 

They're musical as hell. The intuition is there. You play in tune. You play with 

feeling. The greatest thing you've got over Stravinsky is that you're only 

nineteen." [Isoardi laughs] "So you've got a whole life to develop whatever 

techniques you need to write and live and grow. You can be greater than him 

because you've got time. He's an old man now." But now, see, I never really 

fully accepted that like I did with Zubin [Mehta]. This was too much. But it 

was validating, because in a sense, for what I was doing at nineteen- 

Isoardi 

Yeah, he was saying some awfully good things. 

Leon 

Yeah. Some of it seems to have credibility. I appreciate the fact that he was 

moved that way, because he had a good ear himself and he was a good 

musician. But he couldn't improvise.I also met a few musicians in the band that 

helped me dispel this thing eventually about the absolute pitch thing. During 



that stint in the army I wound up being the lead alto man and arranger for the 

band. We used to do broadcasts to try to stimulate support for the army in this 

thing and all that. There were some- Dave Ketchum was a comedian. I don't 

know if you know that name, maybe he's- There's another guy with little, tiny 

eyes, a fat guy, comedian. I can't think of his name. They were in the army, too. 

They both became big names. The name will come to me. A little, fat guy. He's 

sort of a comic figure. 

Isoardi 

Like a Buddy Hackett kind of-? 

Leon 

Buddy Hackett. 

Isoardi 

That was the guy? 

Leon 

It was Buddy Hackett, yeah. 

Isoardi 

[laughs] Well, that's a good guess. 

Leon 

Buddy Hackett. He was a draftee. We used to go down to the nearby town 

studio and broadcast regularly. I'd write all the little interlude music and 

arrangements for the band and all that. What was the point I was trying to 

make? Oh, yeah. One time I'm in the barracks slaving away, because in a 

couple of hours we're going to do a program, and it's going to be recorded and 

the whole bit. And I'm having trouble with a little incidental piece, a transition 

piece where somebody says something and there's music and something else 

happens. It was a live broadcasting. So another trombone player comes in, a 

young guy in the army band who had absolute pitch. He was astounding. Any 

sound, boom, right on the nail. He had been born with it and the whole bit. He 

played beautifully in tune. I'm sitting there, and he says, "How are you doing?" 

I went, "Oh, man. I've been sitting here for over an hour and I've only written 

four bars. I don't know what the hell's wrong with me, man. I guess I wish I had 

absolute pitch. I mean, I wish I had talent, you know? If I had absolute pitch I 

wouldn't be having trouble like this." He says, "I have absolute pitch. I could sit 

there for four months and not write one bar." [mutual laughter] 

Isoardi 

Exactly. 

Leon 

Another time, when I finally enrolled at twenty-five at 'SC [University of 

Southern California]-I wanted to study composition and all that-I was 

interviewed by one of the faculty there. She was asking me, "Well, what do you 

do musically?" "Oh, I've been in bands. I play solos and all, but it's just jazz. I 



just improvise from standard changes." "Well, why are you saying `just 

improvise'?" [Isoardi laughs] "About 90 percent of our faculty here with the big 

names and all, they can't improvise at all." 

Isoardi 

It's true. 

Leon 

"They just perform. You have a gift." 

Isoardi 

It really is. 

Leon 

See, I wouldn't accept- That's another scar. It takes a long time to offset 

something that's set in you when you're young, because it becomes part of your 

identity, and you embrace it. To let go of it is to change identities drastically, 

and we're afraid to do that. It really becomes- It's like chopping off your leg. 

You still have stumps, but your mobility is curtailed tremendously for decades. 

The school system doesn't realize that. They just figure, "He's an American; let 

him learn to speak English." They oversimplify the thing. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, truly. Before you left town to go up to San Francisco to play, maybe you 

can talk a little bit about- I guess that's '42, '43? Maybe '43? 

Leon 

Probably I was fifteen, for sure. 

Isoardi 

So at least fifteen. So it's at least '42, maybe '43, that you're thrown out of 

Lincoln and you join the band and you go north. Maybe you could talk a little 

bit about what was L.A. like then. It's wartime L.A. Do you have a chance at all 

to go down Central Avenue? I mean, are there places that you can-? 

Leon 

No. At fifteen, no. 

Isoardi 

You had never gone down there? 

Leon 

I have a feeling that the Central Avenue opportunities came later, like in my 

twenties. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. So you hadn't discovered that then, but you had been roaming around 

downtown. That's where you had gone for most of the music- 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. But there were other clubs that I would sneak into. 

Isoardi 

Like what? 



Leon 

Like there was a jazz place on Santa Barbara [Avenue]-it's called Martin Luther 

King [Jr.] Boulevard now. I remember hearing a guy, Lucky Thompson, 

playing, and another sax player. It was all black players. 

Isoardi 

Do you remember the name of the club? 

Leon 

It was usually quartets, quintets. No, I can't think of it right now, but it was on 

Santa Barbara near Figueroa [Street] around where the [Los Angeles Memorial] 

Coliseum is. I don't know. I'm hazy about- It seems like in my teenage [years], 

when I was in the army and all that, when I was on pass I got to go to Central 

Avenue and hear music. Because you've got to remember, when I was in the 

army I was eighteen. I was at Camp Roberts. We used to have almost weekend 

passes. 

Isoardi 

Now, Camp Roberts, that's above San Luis Obispo, right? Above Paso Robles? 

Leon 

Yeah. It takes- 

Isoardi 

So it's about three hours north of here or so? 

Leon 

That's right. So when I'd come in I'd have the weekend for hearing some stuff 

locally. Yeah, I'm sure I was on Central Avenue around that time. 

Isoardi 

But when you first left L.A. you hadn't been there yet? You pretty much had 

gone to maybe a few clubs around town? 

Leon 

No, the clubs then- Let's see, what kind of experience had I had? I don't know 

how I got a job so suddenly, you know. There must have been a huge 

emergency manpower-wise. All the professionals were being drafted. Even the 

[Los Angeles City] Chamber of Commerce would allow a fifteen-year-old to be 

sitting in a nightclub blowing the chops. They had to make special concessions, 

provisions. 

Isoardi 

So you played in some clubs then? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. Well, I played- That Fisherman's Wharf thing was a nightclub. 

Isoardi 

Well, that was up in San Francisco. What about in L.A.? 

Leon 



I must have played locally in clubs. Oh, yeah. I used to play ballroom dances a 

lot. That's what happened. I was in a big band while still in high school. I was 

part of the Izzy Izar band. 

Isoardi 

Which band? 

Leon 

Izzy Izar. His name was Ismael Lizarraga. But with a name like that you had 

to- Izzy Izar was better. He was a vocalist. I'll never forget-I don't know why 

one thing sticks in my mind-I wrote an arrangement of "Mood Indigo." It 

sounds like a not-too-well-schooled Stan Kenton arrangement [sings passage 

from arrangement] with a big, heavy voice. [continues singing] It took me a 

year to write the arrangement. I was learning how to arrange, and modify, and 

[I was] taping this- By the time I finished it was really weird-looking, but it was 

complete. Primitive. I was playing then with this dance band, and Eddie Cano 

and I-we were both students at Lincoln-we'd go all bleary-eyed back to school 

on Mondays, because we'd play on weekends late. That gave me some good 

experience. I think that's how I got the gig, because- Come to think of it, every 

time I join a group I wind up playing their top chair eventually. When I joined 

Izzy Izar I was going to play fourth tenor. I thought I wanted to be a tenor man. 

I didn't play alto then. I was trying to lead the section from the fourth tenor 

point, because the lead alto man had no expression. It was flat. It just didn't go 

anywhere. I'm trying to drive it rhythmically and the bandleader said, "Hey, 

look, why don't you guys just switch horns once?" I took his alto, and 

pow!, everything snapped into place. I became the lead alto man. 

Isoardi 

When did you start playing saxophone? You started on clarinet. 

Leon 

Yeah. I started probably a year after, probably when I was thirteen. 

Isoardi 

Playing tenor? 

Leon 

Yeah, tenor. I thought I wanted to be a tenor man. And later, after I had been 

playing alto for- See, I was drafted into the alto chair. What I had in mind was a 

tenor sound for me. But I was so successful. I mean, immediately everybody, 

even the guy that I replaced, said, "Oh, that's where you belong, man." I got an 

alto. I played alto from then on, and always lead alto. Everywhere I'd wind up- 

That was my reputation, lead alto. But I'd get a lot of solos, and, you know, I 

was always getting compliments and the whole bit. But about in my late 

thirties- I had been studying existentialist philosophy and all that, and I was 

aware of analyzing myself and figuring the way we bullshit ourselves or we 

fantasize things, we half look at things. I'm looking at myself-I'm shaving-and 



I'm saying, "All right, so you're the lead alto man. What happened to the tenor? 

Do you want to be a lead alto man? No. But they feel that's where I belong. 

They? Who's `they'?" You know, when I walked out of that bathroom I said, 

"Boy, I've been sold a bill of goods. All these years I've been playing an alto. 

I'm a tenor man. That's what I want." To make sure that I would get what I 

want and stop deceiving [myself], I gave my alto away, a Selmer, to a relative. 

Isoardi 

Oh, God. A Mark VI Selmer? 

Leon 

Yeah, to make sure I would make the move and stop cheating myself, stop 

shortchanging myself. I bought a tenor. I looked for the right tenor sound. I 

played tenor in Eddie's band for about ten years. We used to have a band called 

the Black and Brown Brotherhood Band. That's another thing if we have time 

I'd like to explain about. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah, that sounds good. Definitely. 

Leon 

But the thing is, I was a tenor man in that band. Buddy Collette played alto, and 

Britt Woodman on trombone from Duke Ellington's band. It was a special 

project to try to counter black and Hispanic tensions across the schools and all 

of that. 

Isoardi 

This was in the sixties, seventies? 

Leon 

Yeah, around there. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah, we want to talk about that. 

Leon 

At any rate, I felt comfortable with tenor, but I never felt that I really found my 

true sound. I was always switching mouthpieces and all that. Eventually I came 

back to alto, because I realized that even though I had been drafted into it it had 

become a more natural voice for me. That's really where I belong, on alto. It's 

just- I can just hold a note. I hear it right away and all that. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. So that was mostly your experience as a fourteen-, fifteen-year-old, then? 

You played in kind of this dance band, Izzy Izar band. 

Leon 

It was weekend gigs and rehearsals. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. And you worked for a couple of clubs, the ones you hung out in. 

Leon 



And then from there a bandleader who was going up to San Francisco needed 

an alto player, so he gave me some bread to join the union with and all. 

Isoardi 

Did you even know at that time that there was another union down on Central 

Avenue, the black union [Local 767]? 

Leon 

Yeah. I knew there was a black union in those days. I was in the white union. I 

guess I'm considered a Caucasian. But there was an all-black union. I don't 

know when they got rid of that one. Do you know? 

Isoardi 

'Fifty-three is when it finally- April 1, '53. 

Leon 

That has a lot to do with Central Avenue, the attitude toward blacks in 

those days. That was their world in a sense, entertainment-wise. They could 

afford to be more black there than at work or anything. The feeling you got 

when you walked in the club, it had a black, laid-back kind of thing. They were 

real friendly. There was no tension racially or anything in those days. I think 

they intuitively felt "This is our chance to relax," just have pleasure and no 

worries. Real soft, easygoing- "Hey, let's really hear the music. Let's dance." It 

was a joyful kind of thing. 

Isoardi 

You're in the band, you play in San Francisco for a little while. Are you drafted 

then? Or do you join the service? How do you get into the service from there? 

Leon 

When I was there- 

Isoardi 

Oh, actually I wanted to ask you something else. I'm sorry. When you go to San 

Francisco to play, this is before the Zoot Suit riots? Where are you when those 

happen? 

Leon 

Oh, let me think. Where the heck was I? Zoot suits- No, I wasn't- Oh, yeah, I 

was at Lincoln High School as a student. 

Isoardi 

You were in high school when that happened? 

Leon 

Yeah, I remember Eddie Cano was going that route. He used to have his suits 

custom made. They were flared and high-waisted. In fact, he was in a gang. He 

used to carry a switchblade and the whole bit. Yeah. I remember I was very 

worried that the sailors were going to pounce on him and all that. It must have 

been after I dropped out of Lincoln High and Eddie stayed on. It was sometime 

when I was seventeen or eighteen, I think, that those happened. 



Isoardi 

So then you were- Well, seventeen, eighteen- You're not in the service then? 

You're playing up- 

Leon 

No, no. I got drafted at eighteen. So I was seventeen when I was up in San 

Francisco. I must have gotten drafted from there or back in L.A. 

Isoardi 

So when the attacks come, are you in San Francisco? Or are you down here? 

Leon 

I must have been down here. 

Isoardi 

So you'd come back from San Francisco, maybe 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

-but you hadn't been drafted yet. 

Leon 

That's right, yeah. I used to play some gigs down in San Diego at a place called 

Sherman's Ballroom. It was full of sailors and what have you. I think that's 

about the time when those Zoot Suit riots happened. Yeah, I remember- 

Isoardi 

Did you see any of it? I mean, how- 

Leon 

No. I just kept hearing about them in the broadcasts and all that. I did around 

the barrio sometimes see sailors walking around like down the sidewalk. I think 

I remember an incident or two where they were struggling with some guy. I 

must have been doing an evasive thing. 

Isoardi 

You weren't wearing a zoot suit, then? 

Leon 

No, I never did. I never went that route. 

Isoardi 

How did they affect you, the riots? 

Leon 

The riots? Well, it scared me, because- And I began to realize, I think, it's the 

beginning when I realized how serious the anti-white thing is. And I say "is" 

because I don't think it's ever left. I know the terms I'm using sound over-

indicting, as though you're involved or everyone is involved. It hasn't been the 

case, because along the way I've interacted largely with whites, and I've very 

seldom had this sense that they were looking down on me. But I don't know if I 

would have had it different if the shade of my skin were darker. I might have 



had a different response, I don't know. My second wife was an Anglo. My third 

wife was from Minnesota.I think for a long time I felt-but it was wishful 

thinking, I think-that there is a minority of whites who are anti-nonwhite or 

who look down. But I've come to realize that-I feel very strongly about this-the 

media, even when it was radio or print, is controlled by a handful of people 

who have editors or editing power, that they can say, "No, slant it this way. No, 

I don't want this, I want this." There are very few people deciding the slant of 

the final print. Anything in print has a lot of impact in shaping opinion. So the 

opinion making is in the hands of a few. They, I think, are motivated largely by 

economics-you know, profit. I have a feeling-now, this is all surmise at this 

point-that they figure, "Hey, there's this little prejudice here. Let's leave it 

alone. If we change that we'll have to do this or we might lose a little of that. 

Let it be." Or "Play on it. Make a movie where the guy who feels this way is 

the hero of this movie." You don't say anything about anti-anything, just make 

a guy who is anti be a hero, see. You're setting a model. The trouble is, guys 

like me, when I was shaping and not knowing where I stood, still thinking that I 

could be president, and I see this model, then that becomes my model for 

shaping myself. When I can't do what he can I blame myself for being 

different. That kind of shit, you know? The media is doing and continues and 

will continue to do tremendous damage worldwide. It's hurt this country in the 

eyes of the rest of the world. People say, "You say you're freedom-loving, that 

you detest violence and all that," and then look at what we do. [laughs] You 

know what I mean? That kind of thing. In other words, I feel like Artie Shaw 

feels now. He's a writer now, you know. Did you know that? 

Isoardi 

Yeah. He's written quite a bit. 

Leon 

Okay. He's a philosopher. He thinks we're sick as a society 

Isoardi 

I think it's a deeply racist society, deeply racially divided. 

Leon 

It's a sickness. We're sick. We can't help ourselves. It's deep. Now it's getting 

new dimensions where even among whites- You know, that guy [Timothy 

McVeigh] that blew up that thing [the federal building] in Oklahoma [City] is 

not an ethnic minority. It's getting even sicker, more compounded. But there is 

prejudice there of some sort, where somebody feels this way and somebody's 

down here. Because I don't know if McVeigh was looking for equality or 

whether he was trying to smash something that he can't tolerate or won't accept. 

I don't know. Anyway, here's where I'm getting to tangentially. [laughs] 

Isoardi 

Any other thoughts on the Zoot Suit riots? 



Leon 

Yeah. There's some very personal stuff. See, this ties into why I said my life in 

El Paso was not a gang scene. We didn't use the word "gang" or think of it as- 

We loved each other, and we were friends. We were children. We knew we 

were children. What we were doing was wholesome. We were accepting each 

other, keeping each other company. We were family. When I came to L.A. I 

was developing certain white-type prejudices toward my own people. I didn't 

realize this for a while, but I'd see graffiti on the walls and I'd say, "Yecch. 

Don't they realize that's private property?" and stuff. It took decades before I 

began to realize that the people writing there were living a different life than I 

was. I lived near the barrio where this was happening, but I always went around 

it and avoided it. It didn't belong to me. 

Isoardi 

I was going to ask you if you had much contact when you first came out here 

with East L.A. 

Leon 

No, no. Not East L.A. See, I lived over on this side where- It was right near the 

downtown area. East L.A. is more intensively ethnic, and for a good reason. 

That was where L.A. started. You know, those people have been there for 

generations. Where I was, I was someone coming in fresh from El Paso or 

something. It was a new community. In fact, it didn't last long. It soon was 

replaced by buildings and all that. East L.A. has developed traditions. There are 

gangs there that are actually an intrinsic part of the fabric of the whole area for 

decades. These families haven't moved away. They've generated and generated 

there. But to survive, some of the kids with more pride, like the kind of pride 

that I had where I had to excel and all that, they did have a horn. The means 

they used I found out later when I worked for ten years in the barrio, right in 

the middle of it surrounded by twelve gangs. I learned about gangs all the way 

down to the roots by seeing the process happening right before my eyes, seeing 

a kid at six, and then seeing him at sixteen transformed to a cholo and seeing 

what shapes him. Anyway, the reason this guy who becomes a cholo in East 

L.A., it's not just anybody. Just like it's not just anybody can do what I did 

musically. You have to prove it. You have to have the aptitude. 
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Leon 

I mean, it's like that motivation spring that I was telling you about. With some 

people, if you repress that you're not suffocating it. You're just slightly 

cranking up- 

Isoardi 



The tension. 

Leon 

-the tension, yeah. So you're actually doing it some good by repressing it. 

Eventually it's going to have more power than it did initially. That pride thing, 

self-dignity- There would be one kid out of a family of seven or so who opts for 

this route. The rest don't touch it. Why? It's not a matter of difference in 

intelligence. It's a matter of difference in how bright this glowing need for self-

pride is. Now, what I saw is like, say, this one model where a kid at six is not 

a cholo yet, but at sixteen he is. He discovers that he doesn't know how to 

articulate or describe it or understand it; it's just there. He's aware of it. But he 

notices when the teacher says, "You stop that"-"No." He wants to fight back, 

see. He doesn't want to be pushed down and say, "Yes, ma'am." Or "If I don't 

do that, this will happen." He just intuitively feels squelched, and he feels 

outraged by it. It's something that troubles him whenever- It's like somebody's 

going [blows] "poof" on that little flame. It matters a lot to him. So he looks 

around the environment to see how he can protect that flame, and things keep 

trying to blow it out. His own parents say "Don't do that." The teacher says this. 

They believe the teacher. The flame is in trouble.Then he finds out at home- 

This sad combination happens. I watched it happen. I worked ten years in the 

child and youth clinic, where I got to see all these processes. I got into the 

families, the schools, the kid and all that, as the head of the mental health 

department in that clinic. At any rate, at home the old model is used of corporal 

punishment by way of rearing him properly. He does something that doesn't 

meet the standards of the family. The mother says, "Wait until your dad comes 

home." [He] comes home, automatically hits him. But it's not a spanking. You 

know, he wants him to remember. So he might hit him with a belt. He might 

punch him in the mouth. Pain, you know? But what's happening, here's this 

thing being repressed. The kid then in a few hours or the next day finds out he's 

got bruises and all that, but he didn't die. The next time he's going to be hit he's 

not afraid, because he knows it's going to hurt, but it wasn't intolerable, and it 

wasn't fatal. He takes it. If he winces or cries he's blowing out the flame 

himself. So he takes it, see. What's happening is this dad is desensitizing the kid 

to pain. The kid is not afraid of pain. He doesn't necessarily want it, but he 

doesn't fear it.He goes to school. The other kids haven't been desensitized. He 

wants to get in front of the line. He goes up to a kid that he can intuit is not 

desensitized- He doesn't use these terms, but he knows this kid, that if he closes 

his fist and says "Let me in there," the kid will move aside. The kid is terrified 

of pain. He gets the spot, no problem. He controlled somebody the way his dad 

controls him. The dad showed him how to control by force. He showed him 

force doesn't kill or pain doesn't. In fact, if you don't control, someone else will 

control you. He's teaching him all kinds of lessons that he doesn't know. He 



thinks he's bringing him up to be a good-Well, anyway, eventually the kid sees 

that there's a group of guys who feel the same way but they're joined; they're an 

organization, and they're famous because they have publicity. And they own 

the walls. You touch them, you can get shot. It's their wall now. They own. 

They have turf. They have presence. They're feared and all that, but a lot of 

people respect fear. Or someone they fear, they call it respect. At any rate, he 

wants to join, but they're very selective. You want to join, you have to show 

that you can take- They have a ritual. They put him through-what do you call 

it?-a gauntlet. They really beat the hell out of him, but he takes it, and he's in 

now.Anyway, what was the point I was trying to make with all this? 

Isoardi 

Well, going back to the gangs and how long they've been there and back to the 

Zoot Suit riots. 

Leon 

Oh, yeah, yeah. Well, see, I wasn't in any of that. My thing that gave me 

direction and identity, which is the whole crux here- This kid needs to know 

who he is, but he has a special need, a special role, that will protect this flame. 

The other guys can have a choice: "I can either be that or be this." I had a 

choice. I knew that one choice was-intuitively, because I had the aptitude-I 

could begin to think of myself as a musician. I had identity at the right time. 

This kid, now, if he goes through that gauntlet, becomes "Chucho from Third 

[Street]." That's his identity, and that's concrete. He sees people looking at him 

in fear and all that. He knows he's got it, see, just like I know I have talent 

because Zubin [Mehta] shook my hand. I don't have to doubt it. See, I feel 

secure. He feels secure that he's got guts. You know, they have such guts, man, 

that they know they could die any moment, and that doesn't put them in awe. 

They know they can get a bullet- They usually aim for the head. That's all right, 

because they have things to counter that.See, if a cholo gets killed, they don't 

just ignore it or complain to the police. They don't even go to the police. The 

whole gang, much of the neighborhood, will have a special party and all that in 

honor of this. There's a collection, a memorial. They even write on the walls "In 

memory of," and then everyone signs it. He becomes a hero in death, a martyr. 

Some of them, I believe, probably welcome a hero's death because they leave 

behind a glorious- 

Isoardi 

Well, it's achieving a kind of immortality to them. 

Leon 

Yeah, that's true. So that's one mechanism that becomes necessary. I think 

again where the media comes in, you know, the stuff I'm telling you about, if 

you were a media person you'd probably be thinking, "Gee, let's do a thing on 

gangs, Ruben." Then you'd get all you can out of me about what I know about 



gangs and all that, and then they'd put on their interpretation of it. "There are 

more gangs now than ever. These people aren't afraid of death. They don't care 

about this and this. What they care about- They don't see that- They don't 

respect property. They feel this is their turf." They'll put out what will jar you 

or will become spectacular. 

Isoardi 

Well, it's such an outside view. 

Leon 

But they won't tell you how the kid got into it in the first place. In fact, when I 

was doing this study-it wasn't a study; I was living in it, but I was studying it-

the gang scene wasn't the way it is now. They weren't drug dealers. They didn't 

do drive-by shootings. They had codes. It was in the service of this thing that 

I'm describing. What happened, other cultures come in-guys from El Salvador-

and you learn how to shoot a gun early. Different attitudes. They have no 

investment locally or anything. They're on a different trip. The thing shifts 

economically and everything. 

Isoardi 

Well, the drugs makes it serious business, serious business. 

Leon 

Yeah. And you have that for various reasons. And then they set a model, and 

then other people follow that, just like this kid followed the hero model. But 

now there are a lot of other alternate things. 

Isoardi 

Yeah.You're drafted as soon as you turn eighteen? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

You're drafted by the army. You don't think of enlisting anywhere? 

Leon 

No. Well, you know, I didn't feel American or Mexican. I didn't feel it was my 

war. I didn't know what it was about. So I went in because I had to 

legalistically, but I had no commitment, no sense of Americans or Mexicans or 

anything. I was just Ruben trying to survive [laughs]. I know it doesn't sound 

very pretty, but with my background, where do you see the makings for that 

kind of orientation? 

Isoardi 

How did you end up in the band? 

Leon 

Well, I was trained as an infantryman. I didn't have a high school diploma, you 

know. But they found that I played. Also, when I took the test for a radioman, I 

had a good ear for the code. I quickly learned it and the whole bit. I think what 



happened is they auditioned me, and they needed an alto man and someone 

who could arrange and all that. So the rest of my group was sent overseas, and I 

was pulled out and assigned to the post band. 

Isoardi 

Good break. 

Leon 

But another scar. Dig this: while in the army there the first time- See, I got 

drafted again for the Korean War. 

Isoardi 

Korea? Jeez. 

Leon 

Yeah. [laughs] Anyway, the first time here I'm at Camp Roberts, the sergeant 

says, "The commanding officer wants to see you." "Me?" "Yeah, you and so-

and-so." I go, and the guy says, "I've been looking over your scores on the 

alpha test. You scored very high. We'd like to recommend you for officer's 

candidate school." And dig this: You know what my reaction was? Fear. I 

thought they were trying to kill me off faster, you know. 

Isoardi 

Kill you off? 

Leon 

Yeah. I didn't trust the army, see, because I didn't know what the war was all 

about. "How come I'm out there being treated in a more special way than the 

other soldiers? They're trying to do me in. Probably if I become an officer I'll 

be a bigger target or something." I turned it down. [laughs] It would have been 

the contrary, because in that war the officers had more shielding. "Okay 

platoon, go over there," and you stay behind. [mutual laughter] The Korean 

War was different. I could have come out as second lieutenant and the whole 

bit. 

Isoardi 

You probably would have come out higher than that. 

Leon 

Instead I made PFC [private first class]. 

Isoardi 

You might have come out dead. [laughs] 

Leon 

That's true. No. Fortunately, though, what happened- Luck has always been 

with me. Living at Camp Roberts I used to have a trailer nearby in a little town 

there-not Paso Robles. Between the camp there's another tiny little village. I 

used to have a hut there, and my wife was there. I had two kids by now. What 

happened was I had been in about ten months, and they dropped the atomic 

bomb. The [Second World] War comes to a halt. So then the demobilization 



thing is that the first men to be released are married men with children. So I 

thought, "Wow, that's great." But that's what made me vulnerable to being 

drafted into the Korean War. Because when the Korean War came along a few 

years later, they said a veteran is defined as "someone who has a year of 

service." [mutual laughter] 

Isoardi 

And you didn't have a year of service? 

Leon 

I was two months short. 

Isoardi 

Oh, no. 

Leon 

So here I go back. You know, I'm twenty-five now. I get drafted, and I have to 

go through basic training again. But dig this, the luck bit. Look at this; you 

won't believe this, man. Here the Korean thing is raging, and I'm a young guy, 

still no education-tenth grade, that's it. Musical experience galore by now. So I 

get drafted and go through basic training again-bayonet drill and the whole bit. 

They've got us lined up after our training. They're assigning who's going to go 

where. Fleetcom was Far Eastern command. All guys were being sent right into 

action-young guys, right into the grinding mill. They called out- I think it was 

two or three names. They call out my name and said, "Leon, assigned post 

band." The guys all looked at me, you know. They wanted to kill me. They're 

all going to combat, and this guy's going to stay in the band. See, I had been 

doing the broadcast and all that. So I wind up in San Francisco assigned to the 

band there, right in San Francisco. 

Isoardi 

[laughs] Tough duty. 

Leon 

Yeah. Isn't that luck, man? [mutual laughter] 

Isoardi 

Yeah, really. Well, not just luck, though, because by the Korean War you've 

played in [Miguelito] Valdez's band, you've been in Charlie Barnet's. I mean, 

you've been a top professional. So you sort of laid the basis for your luck. 

Leon 

That's true, yeah. I helped it along. Well, I was lucky because- reason I mention 

luck is because in all these negative attitudes, self-doubt and all that, something 

always happens to sort of counterbalance it or help me along. 

Isoardi 

What was your wife's name? 

Leon 

Which one? I've been married three times. 



Isoardi 

The first wife. 

Leon 

Mary. She was of Mexican descent and of Russian descent. She was rejecting 

the Mexican thing, so she changed her name to Mary von Slomsky. [She] was 

doing extra work and all that. She was a dancer in a nightclub. 

Isoardi 

Up in San Francisco. 

Leon 

She used to do movie work as an extra, but she had aspirations of being an 

actress. Her professional name was going to be Adela Von. In fact, one of the 

things that- She was very prejudiced and didn't realize- "Blacks, niggers-" I 

tried to pressure her out of that. I remember always criticizing her and getting 

on her case, lecturing her and the whole bit, but I don't know to what extent I 

influenced her. We were married for a couple of years. Her route was- She was 

really looking for security, and I was an artist. I didn't want to be a this or a that 

or a millionaire; I wanted to be an artist. So I'd spend the whole day playing, 

studying, blowing. That was my life. That made her feel insecure. She started 

looking for a rich man and found one. She divorced me suddenly, took my kids, 

and married this guy with lots of bread. A couple of years later she calls me up 

and says, "Honey, I have everything we need now. I have this home, I have so 

much in the bank. I want us to get together again. I've always loved you. I want 

you to be there for-" 

Isoardi 

What happened with this guy? Did she dump him? 

Leon 

No. She was ready to knife him, but she wanted to know that she had me first. 

[mutual laughter] I said, "I can't do that." Pretty cold. Yeah, well, I can 

understand to some degree, see, because I really think she loved me. But she 

felt, "This poor guy, now, he's dreaming. We'll always be scuffling and all. For 

his own good I'll get the security." But she was willing to be cold-blooded as 

hell about it. 

Isoardi 

You were only up at Camp Roberts for-what?-about ten months or so, if that? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

You said, though, you got weekend passes. You made a couple of trips back to 

L.A. during that time? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. 



Isoardi 

Was that when you first made it down to Central Avenue? 

Leon 

Probably, yeah. Maybe a little before, because I think as a teenager I used 

to slip and slide and go to places with adults. I remember enjoying- 

Isoardi 

What do you remember about it? 

Leon 

Well, what was happening then was- It was the "Bird." The Charlie Parker 

influence was beginning to come on the scene. 

Isoardi 

Do you remember the first time you heard bop? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. 

Isoardi 

What did you think? 

Leon 

Oh, it knocked me out. It was like that Benny Goodman-Gene Krupa thing 

when I was little. When I heard Bird for the first time I was playing in San 

Diego in a little combo with some good musicians. The piano player was Russ 

Freeman. I don't know if you've ever- 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah. 

Leon 

He was a teenager then. And guys of that caliber. It was about a sextet. It was 

strictly jazz. We used to get these little gigs in little clubs, but it was strictly 

musicians' music. I don't know if you've ever heard of Bob Graettinger. Yeah? 

Isoardi 

City of Glass. 

Leon 

Yeah. Okay, so you know how elaborate the arrangements- 

Isoardi 

He composed and arranged for Kenton. 

Leon 

You should have heard this book for tiny combo written in his technique. It was 

amazing music. He used to get some far-out sounds with just a few horns and 

all that. Anyway, he wrote our book. 

Isoardi 

But, I mean, some of his stuff had more in common with the European classical 

tradition than it did with jazz. 

Leon 



Of course, it had classical dimensions. That's where jazz, where bebop and all 

this later period has always moved. I think I've always flowed in that 

direction. Because I think a lot of jazz players, at different levels- Because it's 

not all jazz; some of it is just jazz-like music. But for the guys that really get 

heavy into jazz blowing, I think they start heading toward classicism. Look at 

[John] Coltrane. Early Coltrane you hardly ever hear on the radio, but the later 

stuff, where he's linear and he'll take themes and he'll cut across harmonies and 

all that-Stravinsky in a way is avant-garde. He's not bound by the rules. He 

knows where the rules are, and then he takes them to artistic lengths. That kind 

of thing where the emphasis is on melodic voice-leading and all that-The other 

stuff that I used to hear, the stuff that I used to reject when I'd go hear bands, 

was the stuff that was either rhythm and blues or very simplistic harmony, 

clichéd chord progressions. The emphasis was on creating a drone-like swing. 

They all swung, but it was primitive and predictable. A few breaks here and 

there, and that was about it. It didn't go very far. No depth. But it had an instant 

appeal to some, and of course, instant rejectibility to others if they want 

depth.But with Bird, I think in Central Avenue you begin to see the influence. 

I'd go into a club where guys were hitting the rhythm and blues thing, and I'd 

walk out. But there would be another club that would just do it once in a while, 

and most of it was jazz oriented or swing oriented. Then you'd get to another 

club where they were trying to capture the "right now" message that Bird and 

"Diz" [Dizzy Gillespie] were. It was bop. But bop wasn't really heavily in the 

picture. It was moving toward it, but it was more a [Count] Basie style, heavy 

leaning toward a Lester [Young] influence. 

Isoardi 

Do you remember any clubs or any individuals? 

Leon 

I don't remember the names of the clubs. I remember Bill [William] Green was 

around the scene a lot. 

Isoardi 

Ah, my old teacher. 

Leon 

Yeah. Lucky- Wait a minute. I think I remember hearing this guy that lays back 

a lot on tenor. That was in the- 

Isoardi 

Dexter Gordon? 

Leon 

Dexter used to play around, yeah. And you know, I never did care for Dexter in 

those days. 

Isoardi 

Why not? 



Leon 

I don't know. I felt he was- I could predict what he was going to do too much in 

those times. I think he's matured. Or else I wasn't hearing what he was able to 

do in those days. A lot of those guys that I heard, like-the names will come 

later-well-known tenor players that are still in the picture and blowing great, 

they were just branching out at that time. 

Isoardi 

I know Teddy Edwards was playing bop down there. 

Leon 

Yeah, Teddy. I heard him a lot. But he's a different Teddy now. You know, it 

amazes me- A guy like Coleman Hawkins, I never heard him personally in the 

flesh, but I remember- Right away I think of "Body and Soul," you know, this 

classical thing. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah. Incredible piece. 

Leon 

But I was amazed. I've heard a few records in between, some CDs that he's 

done since then or not too long ago. He was trying to move out of that, you 

know, get into- He's even changed his reed on his mouthpiece, and he doesn't 

have such a fierce, tight sound, such a big, dark sound. It's more flexible. Then 

I was amazed, the other day I heard a very recent CD, and he's actually 

relaxing. The sound has a flow that's more bop-like and some phrases, in fact, 

that are bebop. He's trying consciously to move that route. He's actually 

achieving a flex, a moving away from his style after all those years. [laughs] 

Isoardi 

Yeah, I've always so admired Coleman Hawkins because it seems like he 

always remained himself, but he was always so interested in what new was 

going on. 

Leon 

Yeah, I didn't realize that he had such an open mind. You know, he's really 

working hard on it. It wouldn't surprise me to hear him a month from now and 

see that he's in a different place. 

Isoardi 

Well, I mean, he's no longer alive. 

Leon 

Oh, that's right. 

Isoardi 

Coleman Hawkins has been dead for a few years. 

Leon 

Oh, my God. You know, this record sounded so recent that I thought he was 

still around. 



Isoardi 

Well, his music, he really stayed- He played with all the new guys when bop 

hit. He always stayed current. 

Leon 

You know, one guy that hasn't changed much I don't think, Benny Carter. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yeah. 

Leon 

I don't know. He's one of the musicians that I- I like him because he likes music 

and all, but I've never been able to appreciate his playing. It's too lightweight or 

something. It's predictable. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, he's one of these guys who- 

Leon 

He doesn't move, man. 

Isoardi 

I mean, I always felt he was kind of a bit of a puzzle in a sense that- I mean, he 

had all these big bands. They survived and all, but he was never really that 

successful with them. 

Leon 

No. And then another thing, some people are crediting him with the positive 

things being around. He's gotten all kinds of exceptional awards that have been 

given to the real heavy-duty talent. I don't know. I guess I don't feel 

comfortable talking down about him. I guess the context I'm trying to put it in 

is this sense of growth you see in a guy like Coleman. 

Isoardi 

Exactly. 

Leon 

I wouldn't expect it from him because he had such a firm approach. You'd 

expect it to be his own personal thing, and he's questioning it himself and 

moving. 

Isoardi 

Definitely. No, I agree with that very much so. It's almost at the point now 

where if anyone lives into their seventies they're automatically a legend. It 

doesn't matter what they've done in the past. Benny's ninety this year, I think. I 

think his ninetieth birthday is coming up. 

Leon 

Holy cats. Well, I'm seventy this month. 

Isoardi 

Hey, you're a legend. [laughs] Congratulations. 

Leon 



Yeah. You know, the way I feel about myself is that I'm a sellout in a sense. I 

know I have the aptitude that a lot of other musicians who have made a name 

and have earned a name have. I feel I could have earned the same name, but I 

was protecting something else. I think I was- I don't feel I've been true to 

music. I've been true to other things a lot more so. 

Isoardi 

Really? You mean not true because of the doubts that you had? 

Leon 

No, because I haven't been a dedicated musician. I feel like I talk a big game. 

Since I always wind up playing at a high spot or being featured or being told 

that I play well, I don't carry it any further. Well, I always- If I stop, "Yeah, but 

you've been a father and all." I've always had things cooking, and music ends 

up back on a back burner or a side burner. But it doesn't wind up there. I've got 

to take the responsibility for putting it there. So in a sense I'm probably in a 

similar class with Benny Carter, except that I feel I probably have more talent 

than he does. But I haven't used it to the full- How arrogant does that sound, to 

say that I have more talent than-? [mutual laughter] 

Isoardi 

Well, you know, that's better than the way you used to do it, isn't it? Saying you 

didn't deserve to be there? 

Leon 

Yeah. No, what I mean by that is here I'm playing a solo, all the changes that I 

know well and all that. He starts an idea, and then he develops and does this. 

Now, there are certain alternatives you could go to, and he does that. 

Everything's very predictable. In fact, some of it is trite, too predictable and 

things. Then when I see how long he's been blowing and with how many 

talented guys- He should have picked up on something, but I don't think he has 

the sensitivity for it. 

Isoardi 

He seems like a very self-contained kind of guy. 

Leon 

He doesn't play trumpet anymore, I guess, eh? 

Isoardi 

I saw him play trumpet at Catalina [Bar and Grill] about four years ago, I think. 

That was the last time I saw him play trumpet. I don't think it was long after 

that that he put it down. Although I- No, I take it back. I read somewhere that 

recently, I think maybe within the last year, he did play a bit. Apparently it 

didn't sound all that great, but people were just happy to see him blowing 

trumpet. 

Leon 

Well, you know, I didn't realize he was so old. 



Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

Because, see, that's an important factor. His brain may not just be working fully 

all the way. 

Isoardi 

Well, he's still going strong, though. I mean, apparently mentally he's pretty 

there. He hasn't really slowed down that much. I've got a documentary film that 

was made about him. It was out about four years ago, five years ago, so he was 

in his mid-eighties. Still he was so articulate. I mean, it's all there. He has a full 

performing schedule. He's traveled around the world. And when you think he 

was in Fletcher Henderson's band in the mid-twenties- 

Leon 

Well, you see all these other guys who evolved so quickly and so broadly in a 

short time. Well, even Coltrane, his initial thing was running the changes, and 

then this- Now he winds up with brand-new, completely original stuff. 

Isoardi 

Oh, light years. 

Leon 

Well, that's exceptional-super talent, you know. But I don't know. Over the 

years I keep hearing Benny, and I can recognize him instantly because it's him. 

But you know, another way to recognize it is the limitation of what he's doing, 

the narrowness of it, I guess. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. He hasn't changed dramatically over the years. 

Leon 

So what I was going to say as a possible explanation is that- I don't know. I'm 

really looking heavily into and hoping that the study of psychology that's 

researching the two [brain] hemispheres-you know, the right versus left- More 

and more they're moving toward realizing that they're still interconnected, but 

there's still a difference. And this left side has always been suspect for some 

time now for me, because- Well, I feel I'm very left-sided. All this talking, 

analyzing, doing verbal mediation and pretty heavy on this and not so much the 

heart, the thought analyses-evaluation. He may be playing largely guided by 

this. He may have a lot of respect for it intuitively or something. He's playing 

intelligently rather than sensorially. [laughs] 

Isoardi 

That's what his big band was like in the thirties. I think that's one reason he 

never had the success. 

Leon 



That's why he's not going to go very far, because this side is the part that 

intuitively some of the great players have been deadening with heroin in order 

to free this one. You know, I think this screws them up. They haven't got time 

to analyze or criticize; they just feel it. "Well, how is it feeling? Where does it 

want to go?" They work with the energy. 

Isoardi 

I think that was coupled probably in his case with something in his personality 

where he had so much success so early, became a bandleader so early, with a 

style that kind of succeeded and never really varied a lot after that. I think when 

you have so much success maybe so young you tend to go with that. It's hard to 

break out of that after a while. 

Leon 

That's too bad. I guess he's lived a comfortable life, though. 

Isoardi 

Oh, no question. He was so successful in the studios. I mean, he picks and 

chooses, and he has for many, many years. 

Leon 

Well, maybe I'm being too demanding, because his stuff just sounds super light, 

too light. In other words, never have I heard anything of his-and I've heard 

hundreds of things, because they were being played-that excited me or moved 

me or took me somewhere and grabbed me. See, this thing I was telling you 

about at age four, this blowing that Benny [Goodman] was doing and Gene 

[Krupa], they were young guys, and they were swinging. I mean, they all 

swing, but that line was going somewhere. It was building. It had climaxes. 

When we start talking that it has climaxes-you know, secondary and main, 

moving-we're talking classical, depth. Those two guys were playing with depth. 
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Isoardi 

Ruben, to resume, I think last time, in following your early life or your life in 

L.A. in the forties, we got up to your coming back from Camp Roberts to Los 

Angeles. Maybe you can begin by talking a bit about what Los Angeles was 

like then. Did you notice any differences? You came back in '45? 

Leon 

Let me see. That would make me- I was born in '27. Yeah, I was in my middle 

twenties. The downtown area was one of the central points. It was a pretty 

classy place. Bullock's and May Company [department stores] were really like 

the top stores you get in the best malls now. They were in their prime. That was 

before this proliferation of malls all over the place. So central downtown 

was the mall. The streets were clean. The theaters were great. But music-wise 



there were, I think, four or five theaters that provided not only the movie thing, 

but then the curtains would close, they'd set up the stage, and there would be 

full vaudeville. 

Isoardi 

Was this still happening after World War II? 

Leon 

I think so. 

Isoardi 

People still relied on those theaters? 

Leon 

You know, I'm not sure, because it's been quite a number of decades. I'm 

seventy, see, so I may be sandwiching periods. But I believe that in my middle 

twenties- Well, let's see, that's when I started going to 'SC [University of 

Southern California], actually. 

Isoardi 

When you came back? 

Leon 

Yeah. I didn't have a high school diploma, but I got one in the army through the 

GED [general equivalency diploma]. USC accepted me on the condition that 

I enter as probationary for the first two years and would become regular if I 

maintained a B average or higher for the first two years. I went and became a 

composition major at 'SC. 

Isoardi 

Was that right away? 'Forty-six or so? 

Leon 

Well, I started when I was twenty-five. 

Isoardi 

Oh, okay. So you're talking- Well, that's 1952, then. 

Leon 

Oh, okay. 

Isoardi 

That's the Korean War, when you get out of the service, then? 

Leon 

Yeah. I guess, yeah, in the period you're talking about, then, those theaters 

where the live bands used to perform were around. 

Isoardi 

So they're still going strong? 

Leon 

This was when I was a teenager, between the ages of about fifteen and 

nineteen. 

Isoardi 



When you come back from the service, maybe from nineteen to- In between the 

time you come out of the service at the end of World War II and the time you 

go back in for the Korean War, what's happening to you during that period? 

Leon 

Well, the war ended-when?-in forty-? 

Isoardi 

'Forty-five. And you have a family, then, at Camp Roberts, right? 

Leon 

Yeah, two little kids. 

Isoardi 

And you all move back to Los Angeles? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, Watts was black. Then little by little it was to become both black 

and brown-by brown meaning people of Mexican descent or Latins. We didn't 

have a variety of Central Americans and all that. You were either- If you were 

Hispanic then or classifiable as Hispanic you were of Mexican descent of some 

sort, either first or second generation. 

Isoardi 

Did you move to Watts when you came back? 

Leon 

No, I didn't live in Watts. But I used to have an aunt there, and I used to go 

over there often. I had friends there. Tony [Anthony] Ortega, I think, lived in 

Watts. But Watts was very clearly a black community. Little by little as time 

went on they were aced out in parts by other cultures coming in and looking for 

housing. The language thing. If a community became proliferated with Spanish 

speakers, people who weren't English-speaking, all the services then would 

adjust. If you didn't speak the language, you sort of had to move away where 

English was more prevalent and all that. That hit blacks a lot. They used to get- 

Like Martin Luther King [Jr. General] Hospital later on-all-black staff, all 

English-speaking. Then the community shifts, and now the funding sources 

insist you've got to have Spanish-speaking people to serve them. You know, 

they wiped out the blackness of it and created problems.But I'm trying to think. 

In that period then, the downtown area was still flourishing. I believe those 

theaters, at least three or four of them, were still catering to presenting live 

bands. The bands I'm thinking of that had musical staff in them that probably 

then would go over to the clubs on Central Avenue at night and blow were 

bands like Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Lionel Hampton, Jimmie Lunceford. I 

saw all of those bands live in downtown L.A. 

Isoardi 

Where were you living when you came back? Where did you and your family 

settle in? Do you remember? 



Leon 

We lived right near Dodger Stadium, near Riverside Drive, just alongside the 

mountain where Dodger Stadium is. 

Isoardi 

How long did you stay there? 

Leon 

I lived there for a long time. 

Isoardi 

Really? 

Leon 

Yeah. Oh, about maybe fifteen years. But my marriage didn't last. I was only 

married that first time for about two and a half years. That's where I lived with 

my mom [Rosa Sanchez Ahumada]. [I lived] with my wife [Mary von 

Slomsky] briefly and then we got divorced and all that. 

Isoardi 

So you were in the area when the Dodgers came? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. 

Isoardi 

Were you part of the group of people that were pushed out of there? 

Leon 

No, but Eddie Cano, who was like a brother to me- We were the same age. 

They had a home in what used to be called Palos Verdes. That was the 

community where Dodger Stadium is built. That was a Mexican American 

community that was wiped out, displaced. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, completely. During the period of the forties when you come back, you're 

living there with your mom. I guess by this time you're about nineteen, twenty, 

twenty-one, twenty-two years old. Are you going down to Central Avenue 

during this period, around '46, '47, '48? 

Leon 

Yeah. That's why I mentioned these big bands, see, because the musicians who 

were in town- These were traveling bands. They had some heavy name soloists. 

They would look for places to blow, and the clubs on Central Avenue provided 

that. They'd come in as guests, sit in and all that. Or I imagine some of these 

clubs would announce that they'd be having an appearance by a big name. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. What about you? Did you ever get up and blow in the clubs? Come down 

and go-? 

Leon 



Not on Central Avenue, because at that time I didn't consider myself that well-

grounded in jazz yet. I used to look for chances to blow, but- Later, when I was 

in my early twenties, I had had a chance to travel with [Charlie] Barnet and had 

considerable exposure and a chance to play with real top-notch jazz players, 

rhythm sections. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, Barnet had great bands. 

Leon 

Yeah, he did, one of the best-briefly. It was one of his best bands that I was in-

just by chance, you know. But there used to be a lot of places to blow in L.A., 

but a lot of them were- I guess at that time I'd find myself largely- When I had 

a chance to play it would be a group that was mostly white guys, name guys, 

you know, Herb Geller and-they didn't have names then-Shorty Rogers and 

Jimmy Giuffre, even Art Pepper. I've been on the stand with Art Pepper many 

times without knowing him personally. We were both waiting for a chance to 

blow. 

Isoardi 

Really? Where at? Where would you play with these guys? 

Leon 

I don't remember the names of the clubs. There were a couple in Hollywood. 

There was I think a place called the Baked Potato. There were about- 

Remember where the Brown Derby was, where Gerry Mulligan and-? 

Isoardi 

Oh, they had the Haig down there on Wilshire Boulevard. 

Leon 

This was later. Well, places like the Haig existed. For a time L.A. was pretty 

lively, like it is now, with a lot of jazz clubs. Except now there's five times the 

number of clubs than there were then. But there were some well-established 

places where you could count on being able to blow there. At least a half dozen 

of them I think provided an open jam session thing. You were invited to bring 

your horn, you know. 

Isoardi 

That's quite a bit. 

Leon 

Yeah. It was kind of not too well organized, because you'd get up on the stage 

and, "Well, what do you want to blow on?" You know, some guys prefer this 

tune or that key and that tempo and all that. So you wind up a lot of the time 

having to blow something you don't feel real comfortable with. But it was very 

beneficial, because you got a chance to see what's going on, what the standards 

are. 

Isoardi 



You had some great players, too. 

Leon 

Yeah, some great players. I can still hear them. When I said the name Herb 

Geller, I remember how he used to sound then and how he sounds now. Jimmy 

Giuffre, right away I hear him playing clarinet, because he used to love to play 

clarinet. He played tenor [saxophone], but he played gigs with trios sometimes 

where he just had drums, bass, and himself on clarinet.I even wound up at a 

session once with Chet Baker. I didn't know him. I've mentioned how a few 

times in my life I've had validating experiences where somebody I really 

admire gives me a lift or I moved them in some way. I carry that with me. One 

time I went to Falcon's Lair. It was a private party in the mountains of 

Hollywood. I was in my early twenties. It's the house that used to belong to 

Rudolph Valentino. It's now in the proprietorship of Doris Duke, the [tobacco] 

heiress. 

Isoardi 

Oh, yes. Yes. 

Leon 

Well, her lover, her kept man, was a jazz pianist, a Latin piano player. 

Isoardi 

What was his name? 

Leon 

His first name was Joe. 

Isoardi 

You don't want to say his last name? [laughs] 

Leon 

Not after I've classified him- 

Isoardi 

As a kept man. [laughs] 

Leon 

But I walked in. I had my horn. It was really crowded, you know, a typical 

party where you pack the people in so everybody's thinking you're having an 

even greater time. You couldn't walk without having to nudge everybody. 

There's jazz happening: a big grand piano, a great rhythm section. I only got a 

chance to play one or two tunes because I had to circulate. But I remember after 

putting my horn away I'm trying to get through the crowd, and Chet Baker's 

doing the same. He passes by, and then he taps me on the shoulder: "Hey, man, 

you sure play pretty notes." That's all he said. 

Isoardi 

But that's coming from somebody who played some of the prettiest notes in 

jazz. 

Leon 



Yeah. "You sure play pretty notes." That's all he said. [mutual laughter] Yeah, 

that was a biggie for me. Especially, you know, I was just budding into jazz. 

This gave me a sense of, "Hey, keep it up." It was validating. 

Isoardi 

Oh, definitely. Jeez. 

Leon 

But, see, again, he's white, the piano player is Hispanic and living with a white 

gal. The kind of jazz- I think one of the reasons was that at that time the 

influence of "Bird" [Charlie Parker] was hitting the music world in a very 

differential way of- For example, I have a feeling that at that time stylistic 

competition was between the big, heavy- Like, say, in tenor sax playing in 

those days- [tape recorder off] What I'm getting at is this: it seems to me that 

certain musical factors and elements that you can definitely associate with 

blackness in that period that I'm talking about was that- Like, say, in sax 

playing, the tenor, for example: as far as selecting your mouthpiece and reed in 

order to have a certain type of tone, a certain type of projection, and in order to 

facilitate a certain kind of linear style you might have, one group would choose 

to get, say, a metal mouthpiece that's wide open and a kind of a stiff reed. 

When you play the tone you can almost hear the air [mimics the sound of air 

whooshing through the horn]. Like Ben Webster and those guys with a big, 

rich, deep tone. But then, as far as agility- Or even the early Coleman Hawkins, 

"Body and Soul." He had one of those [mimics the buzzing noise of Hawkins's 

sound], buzzing, because you have to put a lot of pressure behind your air. 

Isoardi 

A lot of lumber. 

Leon 

Yeah, it was hard labor. But also I think it's not as agile if you're going to do 

some fast, tricky stuff like bebop later. That would have been an improper 

setup for bop. 

Isoardi 

Although apparently Bird used a Rico [reed] number 5. 

Leon 

Yeah. But the thing is, that's an alto [saxophone]. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

He was able to do it, but he had- 

Isoardi 

Not many. [laughs] 

Leon 

-massive chops. 



Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

And I've known guys who've used stiff reeds and still get agility. The stiffness 

enables them to have a purer sounding tone, more horn-like. Like Bird, if he 

tongues it [sings clean note with defined attack]. I mean, it gets clean. That's 

the way with the reed. But the thing is, as far as the prevailing standards, the 

guys who would influence young players stylistically- Some young players 

were being influenced by way of shooting for a deep, rich tone, a dark tone. 

What went along with that is that you concentrated a lot on the quality of your 

tone and the depth, the bigness of it, and the interest that would create just by 

itself just playing one note. It's richer in a sense in color. But then, because 

you're limited mobility-wise as far as the number of notes and how nimbly you 

can play, a player like that would usually use a style of blowing where he 

played motifs, riffs sort of. [sings two discrete, rather short phrases] You know, 

there were certain formulas, but they were little chunks of motifs. It wasn't a 

flowing line like in bop later. 

Isoardi 

Right. 

Leon 

Then when bop came in, the influence- Well, let's take the tenor again. One of 

the heaviest influences, there was Pres [Lester Young]. 

Isoardi 

Certainly. 

Leon 

I think he had probably a narrower opening and a softer reed. He became more 

linear and gentler. He wasn't interested in a big house of a tone, a huge tone. He 

wanted a nimble, clean, expressive, warm, but not [mimics sound of a big, 

surging tone] powerful like a truck. He wanted it more like a sports car. There 

was a competition between those two styles. Some guys gravitated this way, 

some that way. I mention this because these two influences then that would 

prevail in sort of pushing you toward a certain style found a lot of the white 

jazz players moving toward Lester and Bird. Other guys remained or still 

continued to incorporate some of the colors from Ben Webster, Coleman 

Hawkins, that group. So bop influenced both linearly and melodically, but the 

white camp that was going wound up playing more agile melodies, faster 

tempos. The other guys hit the time harder and the riff thing, but they would 

still try to compete. But when they tried to play bop they came out second-best 

in a sense as far as agility and a real control of the style. So there was this 

competition. That's probably why I wound up playing in so many white 



situations, because that's where that style was being used. Those kinds of 

values. 

Isoardi 

Right. So in most of the sessions that you were sitting in on in Hollywood and 

places like this, did you ever see any black musicians there? Or was it pretty 

much white? 

Leon 

No. Well, that's probably why. There would be a few blacks, but it had nothing 

to do with color. Well, it would appear that way, because- Say the Barnet band 

that I was in; the only black dude there was the bandboy. 

Isoardi 

But you guys played before a lot of black audiences, didn't you? 

Leon 

Sure. The thing is, I don't think color was an issue. See, what happened is you 

got players who seemed to be real hip with the style the band was based on, 

you know, the "main goody." It had nothing to do with color; it had to do with 

attitude. But the way the attitudes were divided, a certain kind of attitude 

prevailed largely among blacks. It was a weird thing. It had nothing to do with, 

"Hey, I'm black so therefore I need to play this way." It's just that it appealed to 

their ear more, or they hadn't broken away from it. Bird in a way softened that 

up and moved into the white world quite a bit melodically and everything. 

Isoardi 

Is it fair to say that Bird was using more European influences? 

Leon 

Yes, yes. I think so. 

Isoardi 

Would that be one way to characterize it? 

Leon 

Yeah, that's one way. Very definitely, because he started hitting the Debussy 

type of harmonization, the Ravel type. He was listening a lot to that kind of 

music, all altered chords and ninths, a thicker, broader harmonic texture. The 

other guys that I'm talking about that were on the riff and the deep, rich, dark 

tone, they were still chord progression-wise less elaborate, less chromatic. So in 

a way the people in the black community influenced by the European 

influences were changing more. In fact, if you listen to just bop you see that 

that's evolving even within its own style, becoming more and more complex. 

Isoardi 

So it's a real time of intermingling is what you're suggesting-at the beginning 

quite a bit of intermingling of styles, approaches? 

Leon 



Yeah, there was a thing going on where there were two main approaches or 

views of what the musician's role was, the improvising musician's role. People 

would move from one side to the other but mostly toward the Bird influence. 

Bird was a tremendous influence on the evolution of music. I mention Bird 

even though Miles [Davis] and other dudes were in the picture, because it's 

largely Bird that was the central figure there. 

Isoardi 

Did you have a chance to see him play when he was here? 

Leon 

No. You know, I never got to see him in person. Just records. I was in New 

York when he was there, but I was busy blowing on the nights when he wasn't. 

I never got to hear that group-you know, the Miles and Bird group. 

Isoardi 

You're making these sessions now, so you're blowing a lot. How are you 

surviving, though? Because these jam sessions aren't paying you. 

Leon 

I used to play nightclub gigs a lot. There were a lot of dance gigs, a lot of clubs. 

You'd play three or four nights a week steady. I was living with my folks too, 

so I didn't have to worry about rent. I started going to school when I was in my 

mid-twenties too, you know. So that was a well-balanced program for me. I 

went to school full-time and then worked weekends or for four- or five-night 

gigs when they came up. I'd stay with a regular group. In those days there were 

groups that were standard personnel for years. 

Isoardi 

So it was pretty steady. 

Leon 

The dance club scene was a feature of L.A., Latin ones. There were blues clubs. 

There was another branch over here that didn't belong in either one of these. 

There was the rhythm and blues thing. Some guys were playing with a [sings a 

riff with a shuffle feel], so there was sort of a triplet feeling instead of eighths. 

Harmonically and melodically and arrangement-wise their music was even 

more primitive, predictable, more commercial in a sense dance-wise. They 

played heavy rhythms where someone could get out there and jitterbug and do 

boogie stuff. Also at that time there was quite a bit going with boogie-woogie 

pianists, that kind of a- That's a triplet feeling. So that belongs on this side here, 

and then bebop's over here. Two camps. This camp I think eventually began to 

feel superior and arrogant, looking down on these other dudes. They felt that 

they were avant-garde and exploring the future and these other guys were stuck 

in history and mired down. 

Isoardi 



What about, as far as you know, the scene in East L.A. or in the Latino 

community in general? I mean, by this time Dizzy Gillespie is starting. He's got 

Chano Pozo in his band, some recordings are coming out, Charlie Parker 

records with Machito and his orchestra. 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. 

Isoardi 

Is this-? I know we talked earlier, I guess off tape a little bit. Maybe you could 

talk- 

Leon 

I was in New York and heard Machito and those bands. 

Isoardi 

Oh, okay. In L.A. is there any kind of beginning of mixing of Latin music and 

jazz? Or is this still something in the future? 

Leon 

No. The way it was used then, it was- If it was a Latin band with a jazz player 

sitting in or being featured on a record as a star performer, the Latin thing was 

strictly Latin. Then the jazz playing was on top. If you notice those Machito 

records, you know, if you take out the alto it's a combo band. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, true. 

Leon 

Now, salsa in a sense made certain concessions as time went on. Mostly they 

started using hipper harmonies, more extended, more chromatic, modulating a 

little further within the tonality and all that, getting away from one of the traps 

that- To me a trap musically that Latin music easily falls into is if you were to 

remove the sound from a recording and just record when a note is being hit and 

wind up with just drum sounds, percussion sounds, that in itself is a machine; 

it's intact, it's full, it's interesting as hell, just that. You've just got a sort of a 

[mimics sound of an interlocking, syncopated rhythm]. And then instead of a 

tone it's just a click for each time the tone was produced, and you combine it 

all, it's a full tapestry in itself. But that's a trap, because- I know. That's why I 

pulled away eventually from playing with Latin big bands. I got saturated with 

that. It was very typical that we're blowing a thing, and then here I am lead alto, 

the guys are following me, and my role was to go [sings an ostinato line a 

number of consecutive times], ad infinitum, you know? Then they had a solo 

on top with brass [sings a piece of the same ostinato line]. Then it's just one 

chord, the next chord, the next- [laughs] 

Isoardi 

And that's it. 

Leon 



Harmonically primitive, and then motifs repeated forever. They didn't go very 

far. And then it was hard to climax with a band like that, because everything is 

full-blast to begin with. It's so heavy that it tends to be- 

Isoardi 

Yeah, no sense of dynamics. 

Leon 

-static, yeah, and harmonically- The rhythm is almost static. Melodically- So it 

had its limitations. But what kept it alive and is still being done is the intensity 

of it. Like I mentioned, just what's happening movement-wise rhythmically just 

in terms of when things are being struck, that grabs you. It makes you want to 

move. [tape recorder off] 

Isoardi 

So you're playing in various nightclub bands. That's paying the bills, bringing 

in some income. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

But then you hook up with Miguelito Valdez, and you play in his band for a 

while before you go to Charlie Barnet. 

Leon 

Yeah. Actually, I think I joined Miguelito when I was twenty or twenty-one 

and traveled with him just for about a year and a half or so. Then I wound up- 

Isoardi 

How did you hook up with him? 

Leon 

There was a trumpet player named Charlie Mota that I went to high school 

with. Eddie Cano, Charlie, and I were all part of the same high school group at 

Lincoln High [School]. Charlie, he used to try to sound like Harry James, you 

know, that kind of tone. There was a Harry James contest one time with Harry 

being there and Betty Grable and all, and he won the contest of the guy who 

sounded the most like Harry James. That gave him a certain prominence. He 

was a young guy, about eighteen, nineteen. He wound up with Miguelito's 

band, traveling. When they were on the road he aced us in. When they needed a 

piano player he recommended Eddie Cano, and Eddie Cano was sent for. The 

band was on the road, and they flew him out. Then they needed an alto man, 

and I got aced in. Because we used to play together a lot. We used to play high 

school gigs, you know, weekends, when we were teenagers with Izzy Izar. 

Remember I told you that? 

Isoardi 

Yeah, you mentioned it. 

Leon 



Yeah. We were both in that band. 

Isoardi 

What was Valdez's book like? 

Leon 

Well, one of the main arrangers was Tito Puente. 

Isoardi 

Oh, that's right. You mentioned that. 

Leon 

So it was really Latin. Good taste, good harmony, good tunes, musical. 

Isoardi 

Did he draw heavily from Los Angeles? Was it mostly a Los Angeles band? 

Leon 

No. I think it was mixed, but with a heavy loading of musicians from New 

York, Latin musicians. A lot of Puerto Rican, Cuban musicians in the band. 

One of the guys that used to play clave- Whenever they handed us rhythm 

instruments to amplify the rhythm section-clave, you know, which really cuts 

through-they'd give it to him. They had one trumpet player that played the most 

solid clave of them all. He was, I think, Swedish. 

Isoardi 

Really? [laughs] So you'd have this big blond back there? 

Leon 

Yeah, but he could do it, man. He had the feeling of a Cuban thing. 

Isoardi 

Do you remember his name? 

Leon 

No, I can't think of it now. But I remember a beautiful guy, white as hell, and 

playing down and stuff. 

Isoardi 

[laughs] You never know. 

Leon 

Really, the guys- The Latin musicians- No, not you, him. Because you know 

when you start improvising and playing away from the beat and pushing and 

pulling, somebody has to keep steady as a rock. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, truly. 

Leon 

He could do it but still swing the right way. He had it. He was the chosen one. 

Isoardi 

[laughs] That's good. That's good. Last time you talked about going from, I 

think, Valdez's into Charlie Barnet's band. 

Leon 



Yeah. 

Isoardi 

And you were in Barnet's for about a year? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Why did you leave Barnet's band? 

Leon 

The band broke up. 

Isoardi 

Oh, that's right. It was breaking up. 

Leon 

Yeah. I think after that Barnet briefly retired just for a rest. Then he put 

together a small group and housed himself in Palm Springs for a while. 

Isoardi 

Well, I guess by then the big bands were kind of dying out, by the late forties. 

Leon 

Yeah, yeah. I think that was part of the reason. It was after the big wave of the 

"four brothers" [saxophonists in Woody Herman's Second Herd] and all that. It 

hit a crest. I suspect that rock and roll might have been a nemesis then. [mutual 

laughter] It was a shift in style. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. Well, the Korean War I guess comes up pretty quickly then after that. 

You get drafted, and you're in for- 

Leon 

Yeah. I wasn't defined as a veteran because a veteran was someone who had 

been in the army a year or more, and I had put in ten months. I was let out 

because the war ended abruptly with the atomic bomb. So I was two months 

short of being classifiable as a veteran. I wound up taking basic training again 

and being subject to being assigned to combat duty in Korea. 

Isoardi 

Were you? 

Leon 

Well, I was standing in the field all set to go with my bags packed, and then 

they pulled me out and put me in the post band in San Francisco. 

Isoardi 

That's right. You spent a couple of years up there? 

Leon 

A couple of years, yeah. I had my family up there and so forth. I worked in 

town here and there, in Oakland gigs, big bands. I had been a lead alto man for 

years by then. That was my bag, playing lead alto. 



Isoardi 

That was your identity. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

So how long were you in, then? Were you in for two years? 

Leon 

No. Let me think. Yeah, that time was a two-year stint. 

Isoardi 

Then you come back to Los Angeles and you go to USC? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, see, in those days a veteran would get the GI Bill. 

Isoardi 

Oh, right, of course. 

Leon 

I was able to afford USC thanks to that. 

Isoardi 

Very good. Why did you decide to go to college? Why did you decide to major 

in composition as opposed to music? 

Leon 

Well, some of the things we're talking about now- I think intuitively I sensed 

that jazz, as beautiful and powerful and dramatic and wonderful and habit-

forming as it is, is limited in the sense that you have to have an audience. You 

have to have management. You have to be sold. You have to be a commodity. 

If you're going to make records, the record has to be distributed and played. In 

other words, you're an artist who is a commodity. The thing is, you have to then 

be aware of what style is selling. Are things coming to a halt? And then there's 

need for something fresh, but not too fresh, because you'll be ignored. Can you 

afford to do what Ornette Coleman did, you know, to be that drastically 

changed? Anyway, these constraints- Then musically I was speaking of some 

of the constraints there, you know, that you become focused and all that. You 

start using clichés a lot, maybe artistically and all that. The formulas are used 

tastefully and all, but they're still formulas. My feeling was that serious 

composition, serious music tried to be more extended, more deep, more far- 

reaching, more experimental, broader in every sense, you know, bigger. That's 

what I was shooting for, I guess, intuitively. Because I wasn't articulating it that 

way, but I sensed that I needed broadening. 

Isoardi 

What was your ambition at the time? Was it to become a major composer? 

Leon 



I wanted to know as much about music as I could and to explore to see if what I 

intuited was in there, that I'm creative. When I have a few notes I sense that 

energy and I compose, that I could develop this perhaps. That maybe something 

inside was telling me, "Hey, use me. Use this talent." So I went there with the 

idea of getting some tools with which to create things. Along the way, though- 

One of my buddies-a young guy, a teenager-was Charles Lloyd. 

Isoardi 

Oh. 

Leon 

Yeah. He wasn't in composition- 

Isoardi 

He was at USC. 

Leon 

Yeah, at 'SC. But what happened, after about two and a half years as a 

composition major I began to realize that economically I wasn't going to come 

out with a degree that would give me some security. I'd have to wind up on the 

road again, and I wanted to avoid that. So I switched my major to education. I 

went for a teaching credential in music. That's where I met Charles Lloyd. He 

got a teaching credential, too. In fact, [Julian] "Cannonball" Adderley had a 

teacher's credential. Did you know that? [laughs] 

Isoardi 

Yeah, he was teaching, I think. Wasn't he? He was in Florida. Before he 

became well-known he was a teacher. That's right. 

Leon 

Security, you know. I think so that you don't have to be on the damn road so 

much. It gets to you after a while. 

Isoardi 

It's hard. 

Leon 

I mean, when I was in my twenties it was fun, but after a while it was just 

drudgery. Packing, unpacking- You can't launch too many projects when you're 

on the move like that. You couldn't do what you do if you were moving 

constantly. 

Isoardi 

That's true, that's true. 

Leon 

You need some stability. That and also that I'm an only child. I think I've 

always had a need for extending myself family-wise. I've been married three 

times. That probably proves it, see. I don't feel complete living alone in a sense, 

like there's one dimension of me that's essential, that's very important in life, 



and that I'm being bypassed. That was another reason. And do you know what 

another strong one was? 

Isoardi 

What? 

Leon 

I didn't know all this about the brain and the chemistry of the body and all the 

various glands that produce this and all that, how they're linked with emotions, 

but intuitively I sensed that substances, the intoxicants, would always be a 

threat in that field, you know, especially being surrounded by very talented 

musicians who fell into it. 

Isoardi 

An occupational hazard. 

Leon 

I guess I've been a cautious person. 

Isoardi 

That was a rough time too, though, because there were so many musicians 

who- 

Leon 

Bird was- Some people were just, "Oh, that man, he plays great, and he's high. 

What does he use?" It sounds like without that he wouldn't play that way. Then 

personally I would see guys fall by the wayside that way. They were very 

intelligent people, talented and all, but it seemed like it was a trap. I wanted to 

skirt that one, too. 

Isoardi 

I have to make a bit of a jump here and ask you how you go from- You got 

your credential. 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

How you go from-? Because I know somebody else who followed a kind of 

similar path, and that's Dr. Art Davis, who was a great bass player. 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. 

Isoardi 

He went back to school-I think at NYU [New York University]-and got a Ph.D. 

in psychology. Now, how do you go from getting a teaching credential to 

teaching music to getting a Ph.D. in psychology? 

Leon 

Well, the thing is, that's where the oppressed kind of life history that I have, 

that my people have- By my people I mean the Hispanic group, particularly the 

Mexicans, who are still the most highly stigmatized of all the Latin groups in 



white eyes here in America. "Mexican." You know, the "x" is always sounding 

bad here, I guess because we're a threat. Because there's such a broad border 

and all that. Maybe people are projecting that, "Hey, we took their land. Maybe 

some of them would like to take it back or in some way exploit it for their own 

use because they resent-" Anyway, with me, those tugs and pulls, and then I 

was being sent in the wrong way. I was given a rosy picture in school that 

anyone could be president. "You could be president." I embraced that. I wish I 

hadn't now, because I believed it. And then very quickly before I got into 

teenage [years] it was proven to be a fallacy. I began to see it was bullshit. So 

there came a time when I became angry about that personally. Then, as I 

became more socially aware and all that locally in L.A., I started to look for 

history as written by Hispanics rather than the white view-you know, about the 

so-called Mexican-American War. That's all bullshit. I mean, this country was 

ripped off. It really was. I mean, there are white historians who will admit it 

here and there, but you have to look for those books.And then I began seeing 

nationally what the mess was, the dangers that were involved and all that. Then 

I started to look around my immediate neighborhood where I, who had been 

whitewashed for a time- Remember? I was going to be Ray Lexington. Okay, I 

was washing myself, whitening myself, defensively, I guess. I didn't realize it. 

In order to be on top I felt you had to be a certain way, a certain color. I 

couldn't articulate the why's or justify it; it was a reality, see, that I was aware 

of. Artie Shaw had the same insights. He wasn't Arthur Arshawsky. "Artie 

Shaw." Now he shoots himself into Britain and literature and- Anyway, I 

started becoming very sensitive to sociology. 
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Leon 

And as I did that I began to see to implicate myself, because I was looking 

down on brownness and didn't know it. Because I was several shades lighter 

than most people in my family, you know. I'd been treated that way. I guess I 

regarded myself without realizing it as not being part of them. I had to fight 

through that. Then I became aware of how helpless they were, how much help 

they needed. But the white world wasn't going to help them. So who's going to 

help them? How can I help if I don't have tools with which to help? I began to 

realize that I needed to be a psychologist that was licensed in order to have 

permission to do hands-on where it was needed. And I needed to have my two 

languages, so I kept my Spanish alive. I wound up going that route I think 

largely for that reason.But before I thought in those terms, you know, 

sociologically and all that I was thinking- I wasn't thinking; it was again at the 

intuitive level. I noticed the way I decided to be a musician early by what the 



sounds did to my skin. I knew. I made up my mind, "That's it." I wasn't very 

verbal in that domain that I was thinking about, but intuition was deep enough 

that I actually made a firm choice then. I've never changed my mind. The same 

way with psychology: whenever I'd be watching a movie, the various roles are 

there. You know, there's a cop. There's a secretary. There's a mayor. There's a 

politician. And there was a psychologist. I identified with him. You know how 

we project and- [mutual laughter] I'm all, "Why would I identify with him?" 

Well, I realized that, first of all, I'm in awe of the brain. I marvel at what the 

brain can do. I had discovered that early, intuitively again. Remember I told 

you I used to take naps in the afternoon and I'd decide what I was going to 

dream about? 

Isoardi 

Yeah. 

Leon 

I would marvel at the videos that would result. 

Isoardi 

Wow, that's extraordinary. 

Leon 

There was creation in my brain. I'm sleeping, and yet the brain is doing all this. 

How does it do it? I was fascinated then by human behavior, because you see 

the brain in action with tactics and plans and thinking ahead and behind broadly 

and quickly. I was amazed by it. So that and then later the awareness of a social 

need for someone with those skills. Then I go back to school. 

Isoardi 

When was this? How soon do you-? 

Leon 

This was when I was teaching at Lincoln [High School] as a music teacher. I 

enrolled in counselor education in psychology. 

Isoardi 

To work toward a Ph.D.? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, not initially, see, because those scars I've been telling you about 

where we have self-doubt- 

Isoardi 

Oh, you felt the same way about- 

Leon 

-and all these reasons why these validating things- I never considered a Ph.D. I 

went in, I was going to get a bachelor's. I was prodded into going for the 

master's. "Hey, why don't you go for the-?" "Oh, no." I rejected that. I didn't 

think I could make it. I didn't think I was intelligent enough. But each time I 

realized that it was me who had the doubts. That's why this validation from 



outside sources from a person who really has the thing that they're- I mean, if 

someone is saying, "Hey, your music is great," coming from someone who's 

not a musician it's not going to mean too much. Coming from a guy who's 

heard the best musicians in the world it's at least solid information about me. 

Solid. It's not so much the arrogance or the name-dropping, you know, it's that 

at least I can count on what he saw as really being something that exists. So 

along the way I had people telling me that I had the mind for it. But I was being 

told that by people who had a mind- It's psychology. That's what happened. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, I know somewhat what you're saying, because I grew up in a working-

class family. Nobody had gone through college. 

Leon 

Where? 

Isoardi 

Just below San Francisco, San Mateo. I remember having feelings similar to 

that in school, where other kids would come from professional families or 

whatever, and they would have libraries in their houses and things like this. 

They just seemed to know so much about the intellectual world and books and 

museums and things like this. That was completely absent from my early- For a 

long time I thought they were simply smarter than I was. 

Leon 

There you go. 

Isoardi 

It took me a long time- And one of my brothers, too. It took us a long time to 

realize that it was socialization and it wasn't that they were smarter than us. 

Leon 

We're quick to criticize ourselves. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. Yeah, that's true. 

Leon 

And you know, as a psychologist I know one of the dynamic reasons why. It's a 

security thing. We don't want to perish. We don't want to go down. So if we see 

a situation that is going to be challenging, rather than going in- If we're sure 

that we're not going to make it, rather than going in there to- Like, say it's a 

boxing ring that's involved, and you see a guy with the muscles. He's got 

experience and you haven't, comparatively. You know it's going to be a 

slaughter. You might walk into the ring, and he goes like that [indicates], and 

you just go down before you get wiped out. 

Isoardi 

Yeah, you're halfway down already. 

Leon 



So if you don't compete with this guy who's a giant you won't be in a situation 

where he'll prove to everyone or in front of an audience that you don't have it 

and he does. So you tell yourself you don't have it, see, and you lie down before 

you get your block knocked off for good. [laughs] It's a fear- It's an existential- 

It's angst. 

Isoardi 

But you made it through. 

Leon 

Well, made it- Which way? [mutual laughter] Oh, yeah. No, I had the drive and 

all that. I guess I've got guts. I had some help, too, from the people who had 

faith in me. 

Isoardi 

Did you go back to USC to do this? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. I did it all at 'SC, all the way through to the Ph.D. Along the way, 

see, since I was- After you get through the technical courses and all that, a lot 

of your work is doing therapy or being therapized, encounter groups, and 

actually working one mind with the other and all that. Then people see what 

talents you have. I was always looked on very favorably by the staff and my 

supporters. "Hey, yeah, you did it." So I know I had something there, too. But I 

needed the Ph.D. also because that was the only way I could do some hands-on 

work up there and have the approval to do so. 

Isoardi 

You mentioned something last time that I wonder if you could talk a bit about, 

because it really seems like an extraordinary thing. That is, I think you talked 

about the Black and Brown- 

Leon 

Brotherhood Band. 

Isoardi 

-Brotherhood Band. Could you talk about how that got started and what the 

experience was like? 

Leon 

Yeah. Well, this ties into what we've been talking about. First, I had to become 

aware that there was a need for some people to be helped in surviving, that 

some people were caught in a meat grinder. It's called the "melting pot." 

[mutual laughter] Some people were melting; they were being burnt and 

scorched and all that. It's a brutal process. Some make it, some don't. Then, as I 

got my education in psychology, counseling and so forth, then I started 

teaching. Even while I was doing my practice teaching I'd go into these 

settings, these schools in the barrio and the black community-mixed, always 

mixed but not balanced, not mixed in a balanced way. There would be a little 



pocket of blacks in one, and then they were outnumbered by Hispanics. In 

another one a little pocket of whites and lots of blacks and a few Hispanics. But 

what I became aware of in those days was that, say, with blacks and Hispanics-

which, like I said, was of Mexican origin in those days if you were of the 

Hispanics, and the blacks were born here-there were gangs, but they weren't 

into the drug scene or the PCP or the drive-by shootings and all that. The gang 

scene was different in those days. It was an adolescence model created for 

gaining status. 

Isoardi 

You're talking about the fifties, more or less? Early sixties? Something like 

that? 

Leon 

Yeah, around there. The thing is, I became aware of some potentially very 

volatile situations, because where you have an imbalance, the reason it became 

a danger of turning into a violent episode is that the two cultures didn't know 

enough about each other. Blacks didn't know what being Hispanic or Mexican 

was like because they lived in their own community. They were separated. 

They didn't mix as much as we do now. So I actually was in situations where 

maybe some black kid got into a fight and the Hispanic got the better of him, 

and then later that day there were six or seven of the ten blacks there in the 

school walking down the halls with sticks looking for Hispanics. It would come 

close to becoming a disaster, but it didn't quite reach that level, because 

intuitively they didn't want to destroy each other. But there was anger. I saw 

this repeatedly happening. Either it was a black group that was flared up and 

looking for [Hispanics] to hit on or vice versa. And you know, when this is 

happening at the adolescent level it's pretty heavy. 

Isoardi 

Yeah. Was this in any places in particular? 

Leon 

Oh, yeah. Like Hollenbeck [Avenue], which is largely Hispanic, or some of the 

schools toward the black area that have a heavy loading of blacks and a few 

Hispanics. The junior and senior high scene. So there would be flare-ups here 

and there and sometimes in the neighborhoods. A black family moves in or 

something and everything's cool, but then there's a misunderstanding. The two 

groups would come close to getting at each other, but they very seldom would 

follow it through. Something stopped them I think intuitively. But I worried- I 

mean, why wait until it's too late? Because once you have one episode where it 

is followed up, then it escalates. That's the way the gang scene has perpetuated. 

They never quite even the books if you kill somebody. You kill the next one, 

you owe me one; now you owe me sixteen and all that. I've seen it go on for 

decades there. At any rate, no one was doing anything about it. They were just 



saying how explosive it is.Being into teaching, I realized that kids at that age 

don't want to be lectured to about what's right and what's wrong, because they 

think they know. "Well, it's because he's a nigger" or "He's that-" "He did that, 

and that's just what should be done to him" and all that. You know, you can't 

budge them with broader things about "you're both human." They won't listen. 

But they can understand it, I think was my theory, if they can see it in practice. 

How do you do that? Well, you've got to engage their attention and then 

demonstrate brotherhood between the two groups. I thought, "Wow." Since in 

that time I was playing concerts here and there through the [American 

Federation of Musicians, Local 47] trust fund and all that in schools, I realized 

that no matter how old you were or anything, when you played swinging music 

you had them. 

Isoardi 

True, true. 

Leon 

Then, since I was frequently the leader and the narrator on the program, I might 

make a little message about, "Hey, on the way out be careful. Don't trample on 

anybody. Cool it." They'd listen, and it was brief. But they wanted to hear what 

I had to say. I had prestige because I was down, and that pleased them. So I 

figured, how do I win them over? How? Not verbally but musically. Then give 

messages, but keep them brief. Then give most of your messages visually 

instead of verbally.How do you do that? Well, I used to go hear Eddie Cano's 

quartet a lot. He used to have the Afro-Jazz Quartet, a highly organized group. 

They made very effective use of switching from Latin to jazz. His 

arrangements were solid and well planned with high climaxes, a lot of good 

soloing and all that. Great tones. He packed these places where he'd play, you 

know, the tonitos-restaurants and piano bars and so forth. Dancing. He'd have 

the room packed with people swinging away. He had an extensive book. He 

had a big band book, too. He did a lot of recording with them. I was his lead 

alto man then. We were buddies, you know, like brothers. Anyway, I figured, 

wow, if we had Eddie Cano's group-four Hispanics-and we added four black 

soloists, with his arrangements you'd just have to write a few lines for the horns 

and a couple of solos. Then it's already organized. And the arrangements have 

been tested with audiences already for effect. We wouldn't have to rehearse. 

We'd just get some trust fund bread. What did we call the band? The Black and 

Brown Brotherhood Band. So what I did, I went to the union with this, and they 

said, "Wow, yeah." They supported it. We played every school, every juvenile 

hall in the city, for years and years. 

Isoardi 

Really? Do you remember the year you began? 

Leon 



No. I think it must have been in the sixties sometime and spread through 

the seventies. We did it for about a decade. Well, the thing is, we wound up 

with- The charter group, the first group, was Eddie Cano's group. Poncho 

Sanchez was playing conga, I think. Then after that there was a black conga 

drummer. Then a Hispanic, Eddie Cano, on piano; David Trincoso on bass; and 

a really good timbalero drummer. So we had myself, a Hispanic, and then three 

Hispanics in the rhythm section. Then the black conga drummer we had after 

that, Luis- I can't remember his last name. So we wound up with a combination 

of four blacks and four browns with Cat Anderson volunteering, because he 

loved the project, too. 

Isoardi 

Jeez, yeah. Great trumpeter. 

Leon 

See, all these guys. And you know how Buddy Collette is; he's very socially 

minded. "Let's go." 

Isoardi 

So you had Cat Anderson and Buddy Collette? 

Leon 

Buddy Collette on alto. I was playing tenor. We had Britt Woodman from Duke 

Ellington's band. 

Isoardi 

On trombone. 

Leon 

On trombone. The band swung. We were happy with each other and the whole 

bit. The kids ate it up. Man, we'd get standing ovations and the whole bit. 

Afterwards we used to hang around, and Cat's sitting there with Hispanic kids 

on his lap. You know, they're admiring his trumpet. The two cultures are 

mixing harmoniously.But we'd finish a tune, and we're getting this applause: 

"Hey man, you see? Brotherhood is not so hard between us, eh? It's easy." And 

we'd all shake hands. Then the next tune and this and that. I'd make a blurb 

about brotherhood: "One of the things that is happening, you know, we get 

hassled with each other because we don't know enough about each other. We 

think, `Hey, that guy looks weird, so he probably think weird.' Bullshit," you 

know. Then we'd go on and play. Just a few messages, five or six, short. We 

played all over the place. Juvenile halls were begging for us and the whole bit, 

because there the tension's really heavy. I mean, they can really kill each other 

there. So we just had a huge list, thousands of performances. The guys stayed 

in the same group. We were all committed. 

Isoardi 

A fabulous project. 

Leon 



Yeah, that was what the Black and Brown was.Well, it got to the attention of 

the [Los Angeles] Times. I thought I was going to bring you that write-up, but I 

couldn't find it. It's somewhere among all my junk. But we did get a full-page 

thing in the Times. 

Isoardi 

Jeez. 

Leon 

I think the title of the article was "Brotherhood Comes in Both Black and 

Brown" or something like that. Ursula Van? A short last name with a "v." A 

very fine writer. She highlighted me all over the place-you know, where I come 

from and El Paso and the whole bit, how I was going to school and involved in 

this and that. But the project itself was the main thing. And it attracted a lot of 

attention. We got called in by one of the major television studios here, and we 

did a one-hour special called "The Black and Brown Brotherhood Special." 

Freddie Prinze was just a big name then; he was on it, and Carmen Zapata, the 

actress. I narrated, and we did our thing. It turned out to be a very good tape. 

Isoardi 

You lasted for, I guess you said, about ten years or so? 

Leon 

Yeah. 

Isoardi 

Why did it end? 

Leon 

Well, the funding- 

Isoardi 

Dried up? 

Leon 

-dried up by that time, yeah. But I think we did- I have no way of giving you 

statistical proof of anything. You can't measure some- But I think we probably 

did something to offset some of the tensions in those days. They were pretty 

heavy. 

Isoardi 

And you played all around? 

Leon 

Yeah. We hit about every school. 

Isoardi 

About how often? 

Leon 

We used to play four or five times a month. 

Isoardi 

Quite a bit. 



Leon 

Yeah. We'd go there, we'd be in the school for one or two assemblies, two or 

three hours, and that's it. Daytime. Since all the guys except me were just 

professional musicians-I mean, that's how they made their living-I would get 

excused by my school for stuff like that most of the time, or I'd call in sick or 

something. But they knew what I was doing. That's how that happened. 

Isoardi 

Well, Ruben, do you have anything that you'd like to touch on or bring up 

before we conclude? Anything we might not have talked about that you think 

we should? 

Leon 

Well, no. I can't think of anything just now. After we're off tape I'd like to make 

a request, though. 

Isoardi 

Sure, sure. It's been a real pleasure. 

Leon 

Same here. 
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